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PREFACE
The present Annual Report summarises the research activities of the Nuclear
Physics Department in year 1996. The scientific reports are grouped in two sections:
1. Reaction Mechanisms and Nuclear Structure
2. Experimental Methods and Instrumentation.
In the first section we present the newly developed technique of identification
of hydrogen isotopes in the electromagnetic calorimeter TAPS. It allowed for
an exclusive study that evidenced the decay A+ -» p7t° in nuclear matter at pion
subthreshold beam energy.
Our program of studying nuclear dissipation has been continued and extended
to include the analysis of pre-scission neutron multiplicities in fusion-fission
reactions in terms of the Kramers-Grange-Weidenmuller formalism.
I would like to emphasise also one of the first scientific results obtained using
the Warsaw Cyclotron, where high-energy y-ray spectra from the l2C+58Ni reaction at
47.5 MeV were measured and the giant dipole resonance parameters of the 70Se*
were extracted. A new version of the CASCADE code (CASIBRIFIT) has been used
to analyse data from the 12C+24>26Mg reactions at energy up to 11 MeV/u. It was found
that the bremsstrahlung parameters extracted from these fits are different from the
ones calculated with the BUU code.
The nuclear spectroscopy group reports some new information concerning
properties of neighbours of doubly magic nuclei. In the mass A«100 region
(98Cd,I02Sn) new isomeric states were identified. For nuclei around 208Pb many excited
states were found which can be interpreted as octupole vibrations coupled to the high
spin one- particle or one-hole orbitals. The studies of the neutron deficient nuclei
from the mass A«130 region were continued. The structure of the 125127La and 127Pr
nuclei was investigated. The theoretical analysis of the experimental data on the oddA La isotopes reveals a gradual increase of the p deformation with decreasing
neutron number. The interesting questions whether the shape transition between
highly deformed and superdeformed nuclei is sharp or whether a coexistence of both
shapes occurs have been studied in the I43Gd nucleus.
Reports on experimental methods and instrumentation are presented in the
second section. Here, I would like to mention that after two years of preparations, the
experimental set-up for high energy y-ray studies (JANOSIK) installed at the
Warsaw Cyclotron was accomplished during 1996. The report gives the present
status of this apparatus that began to bring first scientific results (see contribution in
the Report). There is the good news that the modular neutron detector (MONA)
which will be used at the Cyclotron (in spring 1997) to measure neutron spectra
emitted in heavy ion induced reactions has successfully passed tests with the "52Cf
source.

During 1996 a remarkable progress was achieved in installation of the isotope
separator on line of the Warsaw Cyclotron. The first ion beam (off line) was
extracted for Xe isotopes and the resolving power of about 560 was obtained. All
the work connected with the Cyclotron is performed in a very close collaboration
with the Heavy Ion Laboratory (Warsaw University) and the Soltan Institute for
Nuclear Science.
The multidetector Plastic Scintillator Barrel for the WASA 4% detector set-up is also
a result of collaboration with the Soltan Institute. These detectors have been
manufactured and tested in our workshops and laboratories.
It is a pleasure to mention a contribution in which analyses of data obtained in
experiments with the FOPI detector at GSI Darmstadt have demonstrated the full
power of me BARREL subdetector, being a contribution of our Division as a part of
the international FOPI collaboration. Both K+ and the strongly subthreshold K~
mesons have been registered and the BARREL detector played a key role in their
identification.
In the second section there are two contributions concerning polarizationalpolarizational and polarizational- directional correlations of y-rays emitted from
oriented nuclei. These subjects are mainly addressed to nuclear spectroscopists
working with a modern y-ray multidetector arrays.
The next sections of the Report contain the information about seminars hold
at our Division, a list of scientific and technical staff and abstracts of publications
that appeared in 1996.
Most of work presented in this Report results from close collaboration with
colleagues from many foreign and Polish institutes and universities. In this place I
would like to express my gratitude to all of them. I would also like to acknowledge
the financial support by the Polish State Committee for Scientific Research (KBN).

Chrystian Droste

1. Research reports
1.1 Reactions mechanism
and nuclear structure
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Observation of A+->p7i° decay in nuclear matter
T. Matulewicz, L Aphecetche1, Y. Charbonnier1, H. Delagrange1,
F.M. Marques^, G. Martinez 1 and Y. Schutz^ for the TAPS collaboration
(1) GANIL, BP 5027, F-14021 Caen, France.
(2) LPC, F-14050, Caen, France.

Baryonic resonances, like the A(1232) resonance, play a role of increasing importance in the
dynamics of heavy-ion collisions from intermediate energies below the % creation threshold
to higher energies well above this threshold. They are excited in direct two-body nucleonnucleon (NN) collisions and subsequently propagate through nuclear matter, collide with
other nucleons or resonances, or decay through particle (mainly meson) emission. The last
process is believed responsible for the bulk of meson production at beam energies around the
NN threshold. Energetic elementary collisions involving already produced resonances can
subsequently excite heavier ones, the decay of which produces more massive mesons, rarely
produced if only nucleon-nucleon collisions are considered. In this way baryonic resonances
act also as an intermediate energy storage, influencing the thermal equilibration of nuclear
matter. Compared to reactions at and above the pion production threshold (280 MeV),
production of pions at subthreshold energies (i.e. per nucleon energy below threshold in free
nucleon-nucleon collision) occurs only at the early stage of the reaction. In the later stage of
the collision, thermalization efficiently suppresses pion production. Therefore, subthreshold
particles witness a well localized space and time of the reaction, when the maximum energy
density is reached.
Many experimental and theoretical studies have been devoted in the past to the
properties of the A-resonance inside the nuclear medium (see [1] and references therein).
However mainly because of technical limitations such studies were constrained to chargeexchange reactions of the type (p,n) or (3He,t) in which the nuclear medium remains in its
ground state, at saturation density. The first direct experimental evidence for A excitation in
the nuclear matter was reported in proton induced reactions and observed through the
simultaneous detection of protons and charged pions. Extending such studies to central
heavy-ion induced reactions will open a yet completely virgin field since possible changes of
the resonance parameters driven by the high densities and temperatures reached during the
collision might be a signal for partial chiral symmetry restoration. Such experimental studies
have started only recently, mainly because the high particle multiplicity present in the final
stage of the collision prevented a clean identification of the A-resonance decay. The advent
of highly performant new detectors solved this problem and first results were recently
discussed [2,3].
Exploiting the ability of the photon spectrometer TAPS to detect and identify neutral pions in
coincidence with protons and deuterons [4] we choose optimum experimental conditions by
searching for the A-resonance at bombarding energy below the pion threshold at which we

still can cope with the hadron multiplicities. We report the results of this measurement, where
we clearly identified the A-resonance. The experiment has been performed using the \S0A
MeV AT beam delivered by the heavy-ion synchrotron SIS at GSI Darmstadt. The beam
intensity was 5*108 particles in spills of about 9 s. The Ca target corresponded to 1%
interaction probability. At forward angles (approx. 15°-30°) and close to the target (9.4 cm)
a set of 32 fast plastic scintillators was placed. It was used to sign the occurrence of a nuclear
reaction and to give the start signal for time-of-flight (TOF) measurements. The photon pairs
needed for the neutral meson identification were detected in the TAPS electromagnetic
calorimeter composed of 384 BaF2 scintillation modules arranged in 6 blocks of 64 modules
each. The blocks were placed in two towers positioned symmetrically with respect to the
beam axis at a distance of 80 cm from the target. The position of the towers was optimized
for detection of particles emitted from a midrapidity source (9=±70°, (p=0,±30°). Photons
detected in TAPS were identified through their TOF and a pulse-shape analysis of BaF2
scintillation light by requiring adequate conditions on the correlation between these two
variables. Photons energy and direction were reconstructed from the electromagnetic shower
using an original cluster analysis described in Ref.[5]. Photon pairs from the K° decay were
selected with respect to their relative timing as well. Neutral pions were identified through an
invariant mass analysis of two or more photon events. The n° peak in the invariant mass
spectrum had a resolution of 11% FWHM, value close to the one predicted with the GEANT
code. The signal-to-background ratio was about 100. The energy and momentum of pions
were reconstructed from the photon energies and directions. When corrected for the TAPS
acceptance, the transverse mass distribution of pions has an exponential shape with the
inverse slope parameter equal to 25±2 MeV, in agreement with the systematics.
The charged-hadron events were identified in TAPS with the appropriate gate using the TOF
versus pulse-shape distribution. As TAPS operates in air, the initial hadron energy had to be
reconstructed [4] from the energy deposited in BaF2 scintillators and energy loss
calculations, individual for each module. The energy spectra of the identified protons have an
exponential shape properly described by the Dubna Cascade model calculations [6].
From the 7i°-proton events the invariant mass was evaluated according to the formula

EPE{\ -

0)

where m, E, fi denote mass, total energy and velocity, respectively, and 6pn the opening
angle between proton and pion. In order to search for a A-resonance signal in the invariant
mass spectrum (Fig. 1) the precise knowledge of the shape of the background is necessary.
The background spectrum was obtained by the technique of event mixing. Special care was
taken that an event constructed from a proton and a pion (originating from different events)
fulfill the trigger conditions and is detectable (no overlapping showers).
The normalization of the background with respect to the coincident spectrum is a priori not
known. We have followed the technique of Ref.[7], searching for the A-signal Y^ by fitting
the coincident spectrum Ypn to:

Y^X*Y®YSY.

(2)

where X is the normalizing constant applied to the mixed event spectrum Y p ®Y 7l . The A
signal is described by a gaussian or lorentzian distribution (3 free parameters). The mixedevents spectrum, normalized by X from the fit, superpose exactly with the coincident one
except in a region around 1150 MeV (Fig. 1). The difference between the coincident and
mixed-events spectra (Fig.l) exhibits a broad structure centered at 1150 MeV and containing
21001550 events. We attribute this structure to the A resonance, shifted down by 80 MeV

with respect to its free mass. Large statistical error bars in the low-mass tail of the A peak
make the width estimate very uncertain. A shift in the effective A-mass was found in chargeexchange reactions on massive targets when compared to proton target. Part of this shiff is
due to Fermi motion, Pauli blocking and form factors. For the remaining part a firm
explanation does not exist yet, but it has been speculated that the shift is due to a nuclear
medium effect. The collision dynamics (impact parameter) can thus influence the effective Amass. In fact, a significant reduction of the A-mass was observed in p+C reaction at 0.8 GeV
with increasing proton multiplicity [7]. In our case of subthreshold beam energy, the
observed A strength distribution might be shifted down because of limited energy available,
as indicated in calculations of first-chance collisions of nucleons in two colliding Fermi
spheres.
°

Fig.l. Invariant mass spectrum for
coincident 7t°-proton events (upper
panel). The solid line shows the shape of
the background obtained by eventmixing. The difference (lower panel)
between the coincident invariant mass
spectrum and the background shows the
A-resonance mass distribution.
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Hard photon interferometry at intermediate energies
F.M. Marques1, G. Martinez2, T. Matulewicz, R.W. Ostendorf3
and Y. Schutz2 for the TAPS collaboration
(1) LPC, F-14050, Caen, France.
(2) GANIL, BP 5027, F-14021 Caen, France.
(3) KV1, Groningen, Netherlands.
In 1992 two experiments using TAPS at GANIL have been performed to measure the
correlations between hard photons emitted in heavy-ion reactions at intermediate energies.
The two reactions in which the hard photon correlation function was measured were the
medium sized system 60A MeV *^Kr o n narjsjj ^ ^ m e j a r g e SyStem 40A MeV ^ T a o n
197
Although the correlation function that we had measured for the Kr+Ni system showed a
significant correlation effect, the source size (12 fm) extracted by fitting to an expression
assuming a single gaussian source, was much larger than the size of the total system (7 fm).
The correlation function measured in the system Ta+Au did not seem to show any significant
correlation effect.
However, assuming the hard photons to originate from two sources strongly modifies the
correlation function [1]. Assuming two gaussian sources, both with radius RQ and duration 2
x, with intensities 1$ and I t , separated in space by d and in time by T, the correlation function
can be evaluated to be:

* |x

{h+I>2IJ,™{qJ-qd
As it was measured in a projection onto Q = Jq ~q , the expression used tofitthe data
was:

C,{Q)We found that this expression was very successfull in describing the data. For both systems
Kr+Ni and Ta+Au the extracted fit parameters R/Wv and 1^ (1^=1-1^) agreed well with the
expectations [1]. The correlation function measured in the system Ta+Au raised special
interest as in this correlation function an oscillation was observed that was considered to be
the evidence that the hard photons are emitted from two sources.

10

In order to give an interpretation of the parameter A that describes the distance between the
two sources, but contains as well temporal as spatial information, we have performed
calculations in which the correlation function was determined for various source densities,
i.e., combinations of d and T. With these calculations it can be shown that an oscillation in
the correlation function can occur only if cT« d. This is due to the projection of the
correlation function onto Q. Because of the photon emission characteristics Q is hardly
correlated with qg but on the other hand Q is strongly correlated with q. The cosine in Eq.
(2) therefore averages to zero if its argument is dominated
The two sources, therefore, have to be simultaneous but seperated in space. This is in
contrast to our earlier understanding [1] of an early source for the direct and a later for the
thermal photons. Our current understanding is that the oscillation in the correlation function
can be generated as a result of two sources in the later stage: the thermal photons are emitted
when the system has already split in projectile-like and target-like fragments. We have called
this scenario binary-thermal. An interesting aspect, however, is that the data seem to display
an amplitude of the oscillation in the correlation function that can not be reproduced in the
calculation.
Because of a lack of statistics no firm statements can be made. Therefore, we have proposed
to perform an improved measurement of the system Ta+Au in order to establish the complex
nature of the hard photon source.
[1] F.M. Marques et al., Phys. Lett. B349 (1995) 30.
[2] F.M. Marques et al., Phys. Lett. B, accepted for publication.
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Nuclear viscosity determined from prescission
neutron multiplicities in fusion-fission reactions
K. Siwek-Wilczynska, J. Krzyczkowski, J. Wilczyhskia, R.H. Siemssen^,
H.W. Wilschutb
a

Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies, Swierk, Poland
^Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut, Groningen, The Netherlands

In Ref.[l] we reported unexpectedly large values of the coefficient of nuclear
dissipation deduced from prescission neutron multiplicities [2] in fast fission reactions which
we had analyzed in terms of the deterministic model of nuclear dynamics combined with
time-dependent evaporation calculations. In this contribution we report on our recent study
aimed to obtain information on nuclear dissipation in a different way, namely from analysis
of the prescission neutron multiplicities [2] in fiision-fission reactions which (in comparison
with the fast fission reactions) clearly represent a different class of nuclear processes.
Nuclear dissipation is taken into account in the Kramers diffusion theory of
compound-nucleus fission, in which the diffusion process of the fission degree of freedom
over the fission barrier is expressed in terms of the Fokker-Planck equation. The viscous
diffusion process results in a fission width F K that is reduced relative to the nonviscous BohrWheeler width TBW (calculated with the transition-state method):
Here y is the dimensionless friction coefficient describing the damping of oscillations of the
fissioning nucleus. The oscillations are overdamped for y>l and underdamped for y<l.
In our approach we follow the Grange-Weidenmuller method of estimating the time
needed for the system to build up the quasistationary probability flow over the fission barrier
(i.e., to reach the Kramers width TK). We parametrize the fission width as a function of time,
= r K [l-exp(-t/To)],
with the time constant to that is related to the transient time x between initiation of the
diffusion process and the attainment of quasistationarity. In the case of an overdamped
motion (y>l) Grange et al. estimated the time T needed for the system to reach 90% of the
asymptotic value T K :

where co is the oscillator frequency in the potential well of the fissioning nucleus (typically, a
=10 s), and EB is the height of the fission barrier. Thus the time constant xo=x/lnlO.
We have included the friction-dependent fission width Ff(t) into our Monte Carlo
code SEQ [1] that calculates event-by-event a sequence in time of the statistical light-particle
emission from the composite system until fission is drawn.

12

Therefore, for a fixed value of y and a given value of angular momentum one can calculate
the average number of neutrons, VpRsaddie, evaporated before the instant of time when fission
is decided and the system starts its no-return way from saddle to scission. In a separate
procedure we calculate with the program DYNSEQ [1] the average number of neutrons
emitted during that final stage of the fission process, v^ie-to-scission- Since fission is decided
beyond the saddle point, the fission channel is then excluded from the competition (Fr=0).
The light-particle emission is continued, starting with the value of the excitation energy that
the system possessed at the saddle point. The process of generating the excitation energy
during the descent from saddle to scission is calculated with the code HICOL [3] and
coupled with the evaporation cascade calculation. Thus the actual excitation energy during
the post-saddle cascade is continuously adjusted during the descent.
We have found in our analysis that for the majority of the analysed reactions, a
deduced value of the friction coefficient y strongly depends on the upper limit of angular
momentum Ima. assumed to confine (on the average) the fission and fission-like processes
taken in a given experiment as a trigger for coincidences between neutrons and fission
fragments. In our calculations, the prescission neutron multiplicity is averaged over the
angular momentum:

v

presaddle

f

(=0

Here Nf(/) is the number of cascades which end in fission for a given value of angular
momentum (for a fixed total number of cascades) and v(/) is the corresponding presaddle
neutron multiplicity. In the above averaging procedure we took for liriax the limiting angular
momentum for fusion, Iju,, in the Feldmeier code [3] or the angular momentum for which the
fission barrier vanishes, h=o (if h=o < IJL )• In fact, the fission-like component taken in
experiments as a trigger may contain some fast-fission events (corresponding to larger /
values). This would lead to significant errors in determination of the dissipation coefficient y.
We have begun systematic calculations for the whole set of prescission neutron
multiplicities measured by Hinde et al. [2]. The results will help to verify the strange
temperature dependence of the friction coefficient deduced from giant dipole resonance data
in fusion-fission reactions [4] and neutron multiplicities in fast fission reactions [1].
References
[1] J. Wilczynski, K. Siwek-Wilczyftska, H.W. Wilschut, Phys. Rev. C54(1996)325
[2] D.J. Hinde et al., Phys. Rev. C45(1992)1229
[3] H. Feldmeier, Rep. Prog. Phys. 50(1987)915
[4] D.J. Hofrnan, B.B. Back, P. Paul, Phys. Rev. C51(1995)2597
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BUU calculations for 12C+26Mg reaction at 6-11 MeV/u
M. Kicinska-Habior a>b, Z. Trznadel3, K.A. Snover b, A. Maj b'c, M.P. Kelly b
a

c

Institute of Experimental Physics, Warsaw University, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland
Nuclear Physics Laboratory, University of Washington, Seattle,
Washington 98195, USA
Niewodniczatiski Institute of Nuclear Physics, 31-342 Cracow, Poland

Recently measured data for the "C + " Mg reaction at 6, 8.5 and 11 MeV/u and for
"C + Mg at 11 MeV/u have been analysed using CASIBRFIT - a new version of the
CASCADE code allowing for simultaneous fitting of y-ray spectra and angular distributions
and assuming statistical and nonstatistical y-ray emission [1], The GDR parameters and
bremsstrahlung parameters have been extracted from these fits. Here we present a
comparison of the bremsstrahlung parameters extracted from the CASIBRFIT calculations
with those predicted by the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) nuclear transport
equation [2] and calculated with BUU code written by Wolf [3].
In the initial CASIBRFIT calculations it was assumed that the velocity of the
bremsstrahlung source equals the nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass velocity, PSNN. Fitted
parameters: S, E, T, ao, Eo are listed in Table 1. The quality of the spectral fits is good,
however the aiO^) calculation does not reproduce the data above Ey= 35 MeV at 11 MeV/u
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Fig. 1 (a) Energy dependence of the mean source velocity 3s for the l2 C + 26 Mg reaction at
11 MeV/u calculated with BUU code for different impact parameter values b = 0 - 7.0 fin.
(b) Energy dependence of the mean source velocity for the '"C + 26 Mg reaction at 11 MeV/u
used in the best-fit calculations with CASIBRFIT and calculated with BUU code for
b = 5.5fm.
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It was found that the quality of the fit improves significantly when the Ey dependent
source velocity Ps(Ey) i s use( * Best results at 11 MeV/u have been obtained with a quadratic
dependence such that ps(Ey) / (Wr = 0.934, 1.145 and 1.491 for Ey = 20, 35 and 50 MeV,
respectively (Fig. lb). The idea of the energy dependent source velocity may be understood
in a simple manner. Photons emitted with the highest energy should result from the most
energetic first-chance collisions for which the mean source velocity should be larger than in
the case of less energetic subsequent step collisions. The question may arise how the source
velocity ps(Ey) could be larger than PSNN It may be explained on the known basis that the
bremsstrahlung photons are produced mostly during proton-neutron collisions between
individual projectile and target nucleons and the intrinsic momenta of the proton and the
neutron due to the Fermi motion of nucleons add to the relative momentum of the projectile
and the target nucleons [2].
Table 1.
Reaction

12

<Elab> /A

s

E [MeV]
T [MeVl
ao
Eo [MeV]

C+

26

12

C+ 2 6 Mg
8.5 MeV/u
1.0±0.2
17.5±0.8
14.5+1.1
0.528+0.004
4.62+0.03

Mg

5 MeV/u
1.0±0.4
17.6±0.2
14.8±0.5
0.247+0.008
4.27±0.04

nnC +, 26,,
Mg
11 MeV/u
1.0+0.1
15.8+1.5
12.9+0.7
0.519+0.003
5.3010.02

Table 2.
Reaction

Ekb
[MeV]

(<E iab>-V)/A E 0 exp
[MeV/u]
[MeV]

EoBUU[MeV]
b=0

E 0 B U U [M e V]
b=3.9

12

134.6
103.3
73.0
134.6

9.7
7.1
4.5

8.5
8.0
6.9
9.0

7.3
6.8
6.3

C
12
C
12
C
12
C

+ 26Mg_
+ 26Mg
+ 26Mg
+ 24Mg

9.7

5.3
4.8
4.5
-

7.6

Inverse slope parameters Eo extracted from the CASDBRFIT have been compared
(Table 2.) with the BUU calculations done for several impact parameter values. The E0(b)
value calculated at given b decreases with increasing impact parameter. However, for values
of b < bcp corresponding to complete fusion for "C + 36Mg reactions, the slope of the y-ray
spectra calculated with BUU code is still too small to reproduce the experimental data.
Average Eo at 11 MeV/u equals 7.4 MeV and was extracted from the fits of the exponential
formula o= o0- exp(-Ey / Eo) to the BUU cross-section OBUU (Ey) = 2%[ P(b) b db (for b= 0
up to b= b max )- Calculations of the y-ray emission probability P(b) have been done for several
values of the impact parameter b in the range of 0 to 7 fin. The value of P(b)- b peaks around
b= 4 fin. The impact parameter value corresponding to the maximum angular momentum of
25/z for complete fusion is be* = 4.3 fm.The required value of E o exp = 5.36 MeV can be
obtained with b = 6.3 fin, corresponding to an angular momentum of 31.7/i. Average Eo
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obtained with BUU code are essentially in agreement with other BUU calculations [4],
however they are larger than systematics for experimental nucleon-nucleon bremsstrahlung
data at these low projectile energies.
The mean velocity, |38, of the emitting source can be estimated from the source
velocity distribution calculated with BUU. These distributions are symmetrical around the
mean value of 3s, which depends on photon energy Ey and on impact parameter. Energy
dependence of p s for different impact parameters of b = 0 - 7.0 fin is shown in Fig. la. The
quantity {3S increases with increasing E? only for b = 3.9 - 5.5 fin. Even for these (3S values
theEy dependence of (3, is slower than estimated from CASEBRFIT fits (Fig. lb).
There is a possibility that the energy dependence of the y-ray production probability
per n-p collision assumed in the BUU calculations at 30-100 MeV/u projectile energy [2]
leads to error at lower projectile energy. We tried a different formula for this probability
which seems to give agreement at around 10 MeV/u [4] but it does not change the results
significantly.
At the present stage the BUU calculations does not seem to reproduce the data. More
detailed calculations are in progress.
The authors wish to thank G. Wolf from GSI for providing us with the BUU code and
including several corrections important for our data analysis and G Martinez from GANIL
for fruitful discussions concerning BUU calculations. This work was partly supported by the
Polish Committee for Scientific Research (KBN Grant No 2P302 071 07) and by the
Intergovermental Cooperation betweenFrance and Poland (Project No 6641).
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Giant Dipole Resonance in hot 70Se nuclei
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The giant dipole resonance (GDR) in highly excited ^Se* populated in a heavy-ion
fusion reaction 12C + ^Ni at 47.5 MeV beam energy from the Warsaw Cyclotron has been
studied. High-energy y-ray spectra have been measured with the JANOSIK set-up in its final
version accomplished during 1996 [11.
The low energy structure for the Se nucleus resembles the pattern characteristic for
vibrational nuclei, suggesting a spherical shape. However, the Se nucleus is clearly showing
the deformation in the ground-state [2]. Thus with increasing angular momentum the Se
nucleus is expected to become oblate, when Se nucleus being prolate should also change its
deformation. We are planning to study GDR in 70Se and 76Se isotopes at a few excitation
energies in the range of 40 -100 MeV and at several values of angular momentum in order to
12

5&»

examine the shape evolution of those nuclei. Reactions planned to study are: C + T»Ji
-> 70 Se and 12C + ^ i -» 76 Se. Further plan includes studies at around 11 MeV/u to examine
bremsstrahlung y-ray emission, as discussed in [3].
First experiment was performed using the C beam of 47.5 MeV energy from the U200 Warsaw Cyclotron. Self-supporting rolled metalic Ni targets with thickness of 1.5 and
2.0 mg/cm were used. The isotopic enrichment in iNi was 99.89 %. Gamma-rays from the
decay of 70 Se* were detected in a <J>25.4 cm x 29 cm NaI(Tl) crystal at a lab angle 9ub= 90°
with respect to the beam axis [1]. In the second experiment an angular distribution (9^= 60°,
90°, 120° ) was also measured and the data at different angles have been additionally
normalized to the spectrum measured with the Ge(Li) placed at the constant angle with
respect to the beam axis. The n-y discrimination achieved by the standard time of flight
technique with the time resolution of 4.5 ns allowed a very good separation of the events
induced by y-rays produced in the target and by neutrons.
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+ 38Ni at Ep= 47.5 MeV measured at a lab
i->

Co

We have measured high-energy y-ray spectra from the "C + Ni reaction at 47.5
MeV beam energy. The Se* compound nuclei have been populated at the initial excitation
energy of Ex= 39 MeV and average spin 13.5 ti. The measured Y"ray spectrum from the
statistical decay of the 70Se is shown in Fig. 1. The GDR parameters extracted from
preliminary fits of the CASCADE calculations with the level density in the Reisdorf approach
are S=0.66 ±.08, EGOR- 16.6±.4 MeV and F=7.5±8 MeV. The resonance energy is in
agreement with systematics. The GDR built on the Se ground state has not been studied,
76,
but in Ge the T< GDR component has been localized in (y,n) reaction at 16.4 MeV, in Se
72,
at 15 MeV [2]. The GDR widths at the ground-state are 5.8±3 and 8.8+3 MeV for "Se and
76
Se, respectively [2]. Analysis of the angular distribution data is in progress.
58
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4 8 O/ 50 and ^SnS2-

In beam study of the T z =l

neighbours of

50Sn50

M.Gorska1'2, M.Lipoglavsek3'4, H.Grawe1'5, J.Nyberg3, A.Atac3, A.Axelsson3, R.Bark6,
J.Blomqvist7,J.Cederkall7, B.Cederwall7, G. de Angelis8, C.Fahlander3'8, A.Johnson7,
S.Leoni6, A.Likar4, M.Matiuzzi6, S.Mitarai9,L.O.Norlin7, M.Palacz10, J.Persson3,
H.A.Roth11, R.Schubart1, DSeweryniak1243, T.Shizuma9,O.Skeppstedtn, D.Sohler7,
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The double shell closures at 2586M2g and l'£Sn50, separated by one major shell, are expected
due to their single particle structure, to feature similar phenomena, such as low-lying particlehole excitations, large effective E2 polarization and strong proton-neutron interaction. In
two experiments, we studied the level structure of the Tz = 1 nuclides ^Cd [1] and 102Sn [2].
The level energies and transition rates in both of these nuclides can be related to the
polarizability of the IOOSn core. The experiments were performed at the Tandem Accelerator
Laboratory of the Niels Bohr Institute in Riso. A 58Ni beam at energies of 215 MeV and 225
MeV was used to bombard 1 mg/cm2 thick targets of ^Ti, enriched to 86% (with 11% Ti),
and ^Cr, enriched to 99%, respectively. Because long lived isomers were expected in ^Cd
and l02Sn, a special detector setup was designed to maximize the sensitivity for delayed y-rays
in coincidence with light particles emitted from the compound—nucleus system. Around the
target parts of the NORDBALL detector system consisting of a new version of the 4it silicon
ball with 31 segments of AE detectors, a 2n neutron wall with 15 liquid scintillators and 5
large BaF2 crystals were assembled allowing for reaction exit channel identification and
serving as a precise time reference.
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Fig. 1. Experimental and shell model [3,4] level schemes for 98,Cd (a) and ~Sn (b).
102<;

Two EUROBALL germanium cluster detectors were mounted in close geometry around an
exchangeable niobium recoil catcher foil 60 cm downstream from the target, where the
evaporation residues were stopped. The recoil time of flight was about 50 ns.
Isomers were found and identified in ^Cd with ti/2=0.48 (10) us and r=(8 + ), and in
102
Sn with t\a~ 1-0(6) us and 1*=(6*). The decay schemes are shown in Figs. 1 in comparison
to shell model (SM) calculations [3,4]. The highly converted primary y-ray transition (A< 80
keV) in 102Sn was not observed. The following conclusions are drawn from the level
schemes, B(E2) values and shell model wave functions:

The proton effective charge ex =o.9ij+15 yields an extremely small E2 polarization,

•

\3e compares well to ^ I . This
while the limit on the neutron effective charge,
indicates a large isovector charge.
The 2~ excitation energies in the corresponding isotopes and isotones near
i and 100Sn
are nearly identical in contrast to the expected A"1'3 scaling of nuclear interactions.
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Lifetimes of low-lying states in the 125' 127La nuclei were measured using the

Recoil Distance Method. The

La and

La nuclei were populated following the

Mo( Cl,2p2n) and
Cd( F,4n) reactions, respectively. The measurements were
performed at the Stony Brook Nuclear Structure Laboratory using the tandem injected
superconducting LINIAC facility and 5 BGO-suppressed Ge detectors in conjunction with
the Notre Dame plunger. Preliminary data were presented in Ref. [1]. The results of the
final analysis are given in Table 1. These lifetimes together with the recently published [2]
level schemes of 2 5 > 1 2 7 La are interpreted in the framework of the Core Quasiparticle
Coupling Model (CQPC, see Ref. [3]).
The discussion will concentrate on the

La

i on

nucleus since

La exhibits similar
i of*

1 *7R

properties. It is assumed that in
La the odd proton is coupled to the
Ba and
Ce
cores which properties ( spins, excitation energies, reduced £2 matrix elements) are
described in the frame of the Davydov-Filippov model. The three free model parameters (P,
y,E(2\)) of this model were adjusted to the experimental data of
Ba and
Ce. The
single particle model space of the odd proton was generated by a spherically symmetric
Woods-Saxson potential. The Fermi level position was taken to reproduce the number of
protons (Z=57) in the La isotopes.
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Table 1. Results of the Recoil Distance Method lifetime measurements and
125 1^7
transition probabilities derived for excited states in the
La, La nuclei. Energies of y
ioc

1^7

transitions, spins and parities of the
La, La excited states are taken from [2]. The
B(E2) and B(Ml) values are based on our results.
Transition
Lifetime
Previous
Ey
B(E1) B(M\)
Nucleus
results [ps]
[keV]
//->//
[ps]
fe-b-1
[»4]
125

La

127

La

240

15/2'-»ll/2"

436

19/2~-»15/2~

604

23/2"->19/2"

<3

252

15/2"—>ll/2"

140(15)

85(9)

[4]

0.53(6)

458

19/2'->15/2"

8-0^

13.5(1.3) [4]

o so* 030

631

23/2"-»19/2-

<4

2< x <6 [4]

>0.20

991

19/2+-»19/2~

<9.5

177a

7/2 + -»5/2 +

140(40)

236 b
403

7/2 + ->3/2 +

145-

0 65

' ' ' -2.4

-

-O08

067

-005

>0.34

0.42(16)

0.06(2)

0.13(4)
<21

ll/2 + -»7/2 +

>0.36

Mixing ratio <5=O.38(5) was extracted from the DCO ratio i?DCO= 0.86(6) reported in [2]
3

/(177)//(236)=6.3(6) branching ratio was reported in [2]

BAND 11 BAND 10
exp th
exp th

BAND 3
exp th

BAND 2
exp th

19
>

17

13

13

11
9

o
Fig.l Low-spin positive parity states in ! - 7 L a . The experimental data [2] are compared
with the results of the theoretical calculations. The band numeration is taken from Fig.2
given in [2]. The spins are multiplied by the factor 2.
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Fig. 2 Low-spin negative parity states in

127
La. See also caption of Fig. 1.

The positive and negative parity bands are treated in our calculations as collective
core states coupled to the quasiparticle states involving 351/2, 2^3/2, 2d5/2, l&7/2> l£9/2i
and 1/711/2, 2/7/2 orbitals, respectively. According to the calculations, the bands 1,2-3 and
10-11 (see Figsl,2 of this paper and also Fig.2 from Ref.[2]) have the following
interpretation:
1. the lowest positive parity states, 3/2 and 5/2 , have a dominant J5/2 component with
the small #7/2 admixture. Higher members of band 2 and 3 are almost pure #7/2
quasiparticle state coupled to the collective core states (see Fig. 1). The excited states of
these bands are systematically lower than experimental data by about 200 keV but the
relative excitation energy pattern (except for AE=E(7/2 )-£(3/2 ) is fairly well
reproduced.
2. the bands 10 and 11 involves the #9/2 quasiparticle, almost pure hole (see Fig. 1)
3. the decoupled negative parity band (band 1 in Fig.2 of Ref.[2]) is based on the h\ 1/2
quasiparticle (see Fig. 2)
4. the band 6, in the most probable scenario, originates from the h\\/2 quasiparticle
coupled to the core quasi-y states 2*, 3*, 4t, 5*,... (see Fig 2);
23

A comparison of our experimental data on £(£2;15/2~->l 1/2') and the 13/2; level
energy allows one to estimate, in a model dependent way, the shape of the - La nuclei in
the negative parity states: p«0.28, 15°<Y<25°.
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Fig.3

Comparison between experimental (full circles) and theoretical (open squares)

values of5(£2;15/2"-»ll/2') for the odd-A lanthanum nuclei with A-68 to A-76. The
experimental data for

' L a

were taken from the present paper.

We calculated the B(£2;15/2~-»l 1/2') values for odd-A
i on

125 13

'

*La using the same

method as applied for
La. The comparison with experimental data is presented in Fig.3.
The good agreement between theory and experiment was obtained for the considered
nuclei. Our analysis reveals a gradual increase of P with decreasing neutron number. For
the 1 2 7 La nuclei our measurements do not support the earlier suggestion [4] of a rapid
change in the deformation. The data nicely follow the systematic trends (Fig.3).
In general, the QCPC model (with standard set of the model parameters)
reproduces successfully properties of the La nuclei.
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Present investigation of the 127Pr and 126Ce nuclei is a continuation of our studies
of neutron deficient nuclei [1] from the mass A - 130 region. The aim of this work was
to observe developing of collectivity in N=68 nuclei.
Excited states in i27Pr and l26Ce were populated through the <J6Ru («Cl,2p2n) and
96
Ru(35Cl,3p2n) reaction, respectively. The 182 MeV «C1 beam was delivered by
accelerator at SIJNY Stony Brook. A 2.5 mg/cm2 thick 96Ru target backed with Ta was
used. The Stony Brook array consisting of 6 Compton-suppressed Ge detectors and 14
element BGO multiplicity filter was applied to collect y -y coincidences. The
multipolarities of y- transitions were deduced from the DCO ratios.
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Fig. 1 Level schemes of I27Pr and
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Ce deduced from this work.
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The three y-rays assigned to 127Pr have been observed at 237, 390 and 639 keV by
James et al. [2] using the Daresbury recoil separator. The level scheme inferred from the
present work is shown in Fig. 1. The DCO ratios of the band transitions are consistent with
stretched E2 multipolarity. We suggest that the observed band is the yrast him band as it
was seen in l25La [1].
The 126Ce nucleus was previously studied by Moscrop et al. [3] and the yrast band up to
spin 18 and the side band developed above the 10 state were observed. In the present
investigations (Fig.2) new side band decaying to 6 and 4 levels of the yrast band in
126
Ce was observed. It was found that side band reported by Moscrop [3] decays through
the 573 keV transition to the 8 + level (not 10 + ) and through the 315 keV transition to the
10 level of the yrast band. New levels to the known bands were added .
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High-spin rotational bands, built on states of large quadrupole deformation,
have been extensively studied in the mass regions with A «130 and A «150.
Superdeformed bands in neutron-deficient nuclei of the A » 150 region have recently
142144
142144
142 144
l44 150
142
144
^
^
«
" Eu, l44150
- Gd, and
been observed down to N=79 in " Sm,
Highly-deformed bands, on the other hand, have been observed in nuclei of the A *
130 region with fairly large neutron numbers up to N=77 for B7'139Sm, 139'141Gd and
13M37
Nd. One of the major open problems is to establish the transition between these
two regions. Since the Gd nuclei represent the longest chain of isotopes in which either
highly or superdeformed bands are known, the missing nuclei l 2>L4^Gd should be
studied. We have carried out an investigation of I4?Gd with the y-spectrometer GASP.

280

380

480
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680

Channel Number
Figure 1: Sum of double-gated coincidence spectra of superdeformed band in 143Gd.
The members of the superdeformed band and some transitions between normaldeformed states (indicated by *) are labelled with their energies in keV.
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High-spin states in 143Gd have been populated with the 97Mo(31V,p4n) reaction
at a beam energy of 238 MeV and studied with the y-detector array GASP and the
charged-particle detector array ISIS.
In the analysis, a y-y-y cube has been sorted requesting the detection of one proton. A
superdeformed band has been found consisting of 15 transitions, shown in fig. 1. The
observation of normal deformed transitions in W3Gd, e.g., the 559, 599, 628, 705, 817
and 1024 keV transitions [1], in coincidence with the superdeformed band suggests
that it belongs to 143Gd. However, this band is identical to the superdeformed band in
143
Eu, excited in the competing 2p3n channel. Since the efficiency of ISIS to detect
protons is «60% the cube contains also events from 143Eu. The existence of the
superdeformed band in 143Gd could only be demonstrated utilizing the selective power
of ISIS by sorting a y-y-y cube requesting the detection of two protons. This cube does
not contain events from 143Gd and a clean spectrum of the superdeformed band in
14j
Eu could be produced. By a comparison of the spectra resulting from the two cubes
it could be demonstrated that a new superdeformed band has been found in 143Gd,
which is shifted to lower energies with respect to that in 143Eu by 1.4keV on average.
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Coupling of the octupole vibration to the single particle and
hole states around 208Pb
M.Rejmund1'2, K.H.Maier, J.Agramunt7, RBroda4, A.Gadea6, J.Gerl1, M.Gorska1'2,
H.Grawe1, M.Kaspar1,1 Kozhoukharov1, M.Lach4, I.Peter1, H.Schaffner1, R.Schubart1,
Ch.Schlegel1, G.Stengel1, S.Wan1, H.J.Wollersheim1, J.Wrzesinski4
1. GSI Darmstadt,
2. Nuclear Physics Institute, Warsaw University
3. EMI Berlin,
4. Institute of Nuclear Research Krakow},
5. Institutf\"ur Kernphysik, Technische Hochschule Darmstadt, Darmstadt},
6. INFN Legnaro,
7. Instituto de Fisica Corpuscular, Valencia
Little is known about high spin states in 208Pb and neighbouring nuclei, because they
are too neutron rich to be produced with fusion evaporation reactions. Deep inelastic
reactions allow to populate slightly more neutron rich nuclei and it has been recently shown
[1] that one can use this as a new method for y-spectroscopy.
Two measurements have been performed at the UNILAC accelerator at GSI136
208
Darmstadt using 136
Xe at 5.7 MeV/u and 208
Pb at 6.5 MeV/u heavy ion beams, bombarding
2
a 30 mg/cm thick ^ P b target to populate neutron rich nuclei in the 208Pb region. The high
efficiency y-ray detection setup of five EUROBALL HPGe-Cluster detectors combined
with the Crystal Ball Nal array has been used to measure coincident y-rays. Analysis of the
data is underway. Here we present new results on the octupole vibration coupled to high
spin single particle or hole excitations.
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Fig. 1: High energy part of the total projection of the y - y matrix from the reactions of
Pb with ^ P b . The assignments of the lines are indicated.
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208

Pb is a doubly magic nucleus. Therefore the low lying states in the neighbouring nuclei
result from the excitation of very few particles or holes. The low lying collective octupole
vibration of the 208Pb core is also important for the structure of the lowest excited states.
Reactions between heavy nuclei at an energy of 50 MeV above the Coulomb barrier, as
used here, populate preferentially states along the Yrast line. At slightly lower energy,
inelastic scattering to the octupole state and transfer of few nucleons in high spin orbitals is
dominant.
Table 1: Experimental energies of excited states identified as the octupole vibration coupled
to single particle and hole states and energies of E3 y-transitions. AE is an energy shift. All
energies are given in keV.
Nucleus

Ei

E.

AE

207-T,

3813
5218
6430
4118
2614
9062
3842
2741

2465
2559
2403
2485
2614
2318
2419
2741

-149
-55
-211
-129
0
-296
-195
127

206 pb
206pb
207 pb
208pb
208 p b
209pb
209 B l

I,

If

(17/2*)
12*
15"
(19/2")
3"
(171
(21/21
(15/21

11/2"
9"
12+
13/2*
0"
14"
15/2"
9/2"

T
The part of the measured y-y projection around 2.6 MeV, the energy of the 3" state in "2O8Pb,
is shown in Fig. 1. Many strong y-y transitions are evident. They could be placed as
indicated in the figure and table 1 in nuclei close to ^ P b . Although no spins can be
assigned from the experimental data, the following interpretation is very likely. All these
lines can be interpreted as deexciting the octupole excitation built on high spin states of one
or two particles. It has been proposed before [2], that the 2485 keV line in 207Pb deexcites
the 3" excitation built on the vin/2 hole state. Now the new 2419 keV line has been placed
in 209Pb and is proposed to be the corresponding octupole excitation on top of the vji?2
particle. A similar experiment [3] had revealed a 2318 keV line in 208Pb above the (vji5,2 vi"
13/2 )14 state in 208Pb, which is confirmed here. One expects that the interaction energies
between the octupole vibration and the particle and hole simply add for this stretched spin
coupling. Indeed the sum of the two energy shifts is -324 keV, and the measured shift in
208
207
Pb of-296 keV agrees within 10%. The corresponding 3 excitation in Tl on top of
the hi 1/2 proton hole has also been found now. This completes the set of octupole
vibrations coupled to the high spin one particle or hole orbitals around " Pb.
n

rw\Q
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JANOSIK - experimental set-up for high-energy y-ray
studies at the Warsaw Cyclotron
M. Kicihska-Habior a , Z. Trznadela, M. Kisielinski , M. Kowalczyk a , M. Augsburga,
D. Chmielewskac, J. Dworski , P. Kaszyhskic, A. Kordyasz , J. Kownacki ,
A. Krzyczkowska a, J. Kwiecinskia, A. Maj , T. Matulewicz a, J. Romanowski a,
Z. Sujkowskic, Z. Zelaznya
a

Institute of Experimental Physics, Warsaw University, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland
Niewodniczanski Institute of Nuclear Physics, 31-342 Cracow, Poland
c
Sohan Institute of Nuclear Studies, 05-400 Swierk, Poland
d
Heavy Ion Laboratory, Warsaw University, 02-097 Warsaw, Poland
b

In recent years, a number of experiments studying the statistical giant dipole
resonance (GDR) decay of highly excited nuclei have shown that studies of this kind yield
important information about nuclear properties at finite temperature and, possibly, about
dynamical effects in fusion/fission reactions. We plan to continue these studies at the
Warsaw Cyclotron at beam energies of 3-10 MeV/u with JANOSIK - the experimental setup for high-energy y-ray studies which was accomplished this year [1] after two years of
preparations [2].
Our high-energy y-ray spectrometer consists of a <j>25.4 cm x 29 cm Nal(Tl) crystal
viewed by four <|>7.5 cm PM tubes and surrounded by active and passive shields. This
Nal(Tl) detector, which was prepared for some other purposes [3] has a <|>8.1 cm x 17.8 cm
hole, parallel to the symmetry axis of the cylinder and placed above the axis. Another small
Nal crystal was inserted into this hole. Signals from this detector and the four large PM
tubes were summed during the experiment. The influence of this insert on the response
function was tested with radioactive sources as well as with the GEANT code.
The anticoincidence shield made by BICRON of 10 cm thick BC-412 plastic
scintillator slabs surrounded the Nal(Tl) crystal to reject cosmic rays and events in which a
significant amount of energy from a photon-electron shower escapes from the crystal. The
shield consists of a cuboidal tunnel viewed by four (j>7.5 cm PM tubes and a front plate
viewed by two PM tubes. The plastic walls were wraped into reflective foil and black vinyl,
separately for each segment. A 2.25 cm space between the central crystal and the plastic
shield was filled with 6LiH to absorb neutrons. Assembled together Nal(Tl) and plastic
detectors were housed in a low activity lead shield formed by a 10 cm thick tunnel and
covered on the front by a 12 cm thick wall. The front lead shield has a rectangular opening
where lead pieces can be inserted to collimate y-rays produced in the target.
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Fig. 1 The response function of the <|>25.4 cmx29 cm Nal(Tl) detector in the single mode
and in anticoincidence with the plastic scintillator shields calculated with the GEANT code
for 30 MeV y-ray.
The response function for 30 MeV y-rays (Fig. 1) was evaluated with the GEANT
code in the single mode and in anticoincidence with the plastic scintillator shields. These
shields are very important in rejecting events with significant energy leakage from the
NaI(Tl) crystal.
The entire spectrometer assembly weighs about 2500 kg. It is supported by a
carriage which can be rotated around the target axis running on the bent, nearly
semicircular track. The detector can also be moved radially by a screw arrangement in the
60 cm to 120 cm range of the distance from the target to the crystal face. The angular
range with the system positioned at a distance of 80 cm from the target to the Nal face is
40° to 140° with respect to the beam axis.
In order to control the Nal(Tl) gain stability a blue LED shined light pulses into a
bundle of five optical fibers, four of which illuminated the Nal phototubes, while the fifth
the PIN diode monitor detector. Under normal operation the LED amplitude is adjusted so
that the light injected into the four phototubes produces a pulse, equivalent to y-ray with
Er= 40-100 MeV. The height of this pulse is monitored in the y-ray spectrum and may be
compared with the position of the PIN diode signal which should be very stable.
The beam line, the target chamber and a Faraday cup placed 6.5 m behind the target
have been aligned before experiment to avoid that beam hits any material near the detector.
In order to control stability of the beam tuning and to define the beam axis a set of two Ta
diaphragms of <>
| 1 cm and <}>0.5 cm, distant by 36 cm, was placed 72 cm upstream of the
target. During the experiment the beam was tuned for the minimum current on the
downstream diaphragm and dumped 6.5 m behind the target in a pitch and lead housing.
All beam pipes behind the target chamber are lined inside with 2 mm lead sheet. It helps to
avoid background radiation other than from the target itself. The beam current was
collected by a Faraday cup and measured by integrator. In order to enhance efficiency of
the charge collection an additional quadrupole lense was placed 168 cm downstream from
the target chamber.
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The system is equipped with a multiplicity filter to record the low energy photons
(mainly E2). The filter consists of 32 radially mounted cylindrical scintillation detectors
surrounding the target chamber: 12 BaF2 (each of <>
| 5 cm x 5 cm scintillator) and 20
NaI(Tl)'s (8 scintillators of <}>7.5 cm x 7.5 cm and 12 scintillators of (J)5 cm x 6.3 cm). With
a 16 cm distance between the front of the detectors and the target the efficiency for 1.17
MeV y-rays from a Co source is around 10%.
Six parameters have been recorded during the experiment by 6 ADCs: the
multiplicity of BaF2 detectors (MULT1), the multiplicity of small Nal(Tl) detectors
(MULT2), the energy of the high-energy y-ray (above 3 MeV threshold) recorded by the
large Nal(Tl) detector (Nal), the time between the START signal from the large Nal(Tl)
detecting high-energy y-ray and the STOP signal from the multiplicity filter (Time), the bit
pattern indicating presence or absence of the coincidence parameters (beam, signal from the
plastic anticoincidence shield and signal from the antipileup system) (Coinc) and the PIN
signal (PIN). Data have been recorded in an event by event mode. Inclusive spectra of the
CO

1*)

six parameters recorded during the "C + Ni experiment [4] are shown in Fig. 2. During
subsequent experiments the cyclotron RF signal was used as a TAC STOP. Coincidence
spectra with the requirements on the presence of the beam, plastic scintillator signal and
signal from the antipileup system have been viewed on-line and sorted for analysis off-line.
The energy spectra with those requirements have allowed an instant test of the cosmic-ray
rejection efficiency, which was determined from the spectra measured without the beam to
be around 98 %. The same value was obtained from the spectra with the beam, after some
initial problems [1]. The cosmic-ray rejection efficiency for the large Nal(Tl) spectrometer
has been also calculated with the GEANT code giving a value of 98 % on the average
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The n-y discrimination has been achieved by the standard time of flight (TOF)
technique. The Nal(Tl) detector was placed at a distance of 83 cm between the crystal face
and the target. The TOF spectrum shows a sharp peak due to y-rays and a broad peak
corresponding to neutrons of different energies. The time resolution of the set-up was
4.5 ns.
The whole set-up has been tested in the l C + Al experiment at the average
energy of <Ep> = 45.7 MeV, corresponding to the beam energy of Ep= 47.5 MeV. The
cross-section measured at 9ub= 90° with JANOSIK has been compared with the data for
this reaction measured at <Ep>= 48.2 MeV in Seattle [5] with a similar, very well tested setup. The data (assuming very close response functions for both Nal detectors) are in good
agreement.
First experiments performed with JANOSIK and further plans are discussed in [4].
This work was partly supported by the Polish State Committee for Scientific Research
(KBN Grant No. 2 P302 071 07).
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UWIS isotope separator
A. Wojtasiewicz
Since 1995 the UWIS group has participated in the ISOL/IGISOL project at the
Heavy Ion Laboratory. This project consists in installation of an isotope separator (on line
with cyclotron heavy ion beam) with a hot plasma ion source (ISOL system) and/or with an
ion guide source (IGISOL system).
In 1996 the realization of this project was the main task for our group. The following
works were performed:
• the electromagnetic isotope separator of SINS Swierk was transported from Swierk and
installed in experimental hall of Heavy Ion Cyclotron Laboratory,
• the pumping system of the separator was improved to obtain the higher efficiency and
remote control of the vacuum,
• the hot ion sources supply device was built and installed together with the trial plasma
ion source,
• the HV ion optics supply system was mounted,
• the first ion beam (off line) was extracted for Xe isotopes and the resolution power
about 560 was obtained; the works to improve the resolution power are performed,
• the ion source chamber of large volume was constructed; it is designed for installation
on line the hot sources or the ion guide target chambers,
• the high efficiency pumping system for the ion guide was constructed; it consists of two
Roots blowers devices with total pumping speed about 8000 m3/h.
These works are performed in collaboration with the Nuclear Spectroscopy
Division- Warsaw University, the Soltan Institute for Nuclear Science - Swierk and the
Heavy Ion Laboratory - Warsaw University.
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The temperature of fission fragments from spontaneous
fission of 252Cf measured by time-of-flight spectrometer
M. Popkiewicz, S.Osuch, Z.Szeflihski, A. Sztampke, Z. Wilhelmi,
M. Wolihska, R. Zaganczyk.
Our detection system MONA (Modular Neutron Array), consisting of eight large
BC-501A liquid scintillators, described elsewhere [1,2] was applied to determine the
temperature of fission fragments emitted in spontaneous fission of 252Cf. The determination
of the temperature was based on the measurement of the neutron spectra. The pulse shape
discrimination (PSD) method was used to distinguish neutrons and gamma rays. For every
detector we used the dual charge integration method, integrating the rising part of the
anode pulse received from the scintillator and the slow component of it [3].
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Fig. 1. Spectrum of time-of flight pseudoparameter taken for 252Cf source. The
pseudoparameter is defined as the difference of the registration times in two selected
detectors.
In order to measure the neutron energy from spontaneous fission of 2 5 2 Cf the timeof-flight method was applied. The velocity of the neutron was determined by measuring the
difference between flight time of a photon and neutron detected in coincidence event, as
most of the y-emission happens at the instant of fission process. A relation between detector
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thickness and flight path gives reasonable minimum distance of 40 cm from the source to
the detector. The fast trigger was generated by multiplicity signal, M=2 produced in CFD
unit. STOP signals were produced by CFD and sent to 8-channel TDC unit. The delay of
~80ns is necessary to shift STOP generated by the detection of a photon beyond START
generated by the detection of a neutron. TDC and QDC outputs of all scintillators were
stored in the computer by data acquisition system.
Some basic tests of our detectors were performed. We have optimized the
neutron-gamma discrimination adjusting the widths of integration gates. The timing
characteristics of the detector were also investigated. The response of the set-up to ^ C f
source is given in Fig. 1. The eminent central peak is identified as y - y coincidence, the
dashed broad bump represents n - n events, while the two side bumps are n - y events.
Neutron -y coincidence events are seen to be well separated.
To obtain the neutron spectrum shape, the correction for detection efficiency is
needed. For the present evaluation of the neutron detection efficiency, the energy
dependence was calculated using the Monte Carlo code of Stanton improved by Cecil at al.
[4]. This code calculates the absolute neutron detection efficiency for a given pulse-height
threshold. The calculated detector efficiency is 11=0.2 at the neutron energy of 2.0 MeV.
The neutron spectra from the 252^f s o u r c e were measured by the detectors placed
symmetrically around the source. Event by event spectra were collected and recorded on
computer disc, neutron events were extracted in the off-line analysis. Fig. 2. displays the
laboratory energy spectrum of neutrons integrated over all emitted fragments.
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Fig.2. Fission neutron energy spectrum plotted versus laboratory neutron energy.
The extracted spectrum is confirmed by the measurements reported in the literature [5],
The simplest and most correct one-parameter representation of this spectrum is given by the
Maxwellian distribution:
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The obtained value of the parameter T=(1.36±0.04) MeV is consistent with other data
taken at laboratory system. Good agreement between the previous measurement cited in
literature [5] and the spectrum measured by us allows us to accept the calculated values of
efficiency. The error of the value of the temperature is essentially determined by rather
short flight path of 40 cm.
In fact the measurement of fission neutrons of ^ C f is highly important as it is
widely used for neutron detector calibration. Due to the fact that the energy distribution of
neutrons emitted in the fission of ^ C f is well known [5], the precise measurement of
energy spectra can be used to determine the efficiency of the detector.
We intend to use the set-up described above as an autonomic detector for
measurement of angular distributions and energy spectra of neutrons emitted in heavy
ion collisions. It will also work as an supplementing module for multiplicity filter from
OSIRIS detector.
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The identification of charged K-mesons in the CDC/Barrel
subsystem of the FOPI detector
M. K. Kirejczyk, B. Sikora, K. Siwek-Wilczyhska
for the FOPI collaboration
The particle identification in the FOPI spectrometer [1] at the SIS synchrotron in
GSI Darmstadt (Germany) is based on the use of information supplied by a number of
subdetectors. One of them is the Cental Drift Chamber (CDC) - the principal unit for
detection of particles emitted backwards of midrapidity. The CDC covers polar laboratory
angles 6w, between 30° and 150°. It is placed in a uniform (within the CDC volume), 0.6T
strong magnetic field, produced by a superconducting magnet.
The CDC is a drift chamber of a jet type which detects the ionization caused by the
charged particles passing through the gas, working in proportional regime. The
identification of the particles is performed by combining the data on energy loss {dEdx),
curvature of the track in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis (proportional to
perpendicular momentum divided by charge, p/q), and on the polar emission angle (to
calculate the total momentum over charge, p/q). Momentum and energy loss are related via
the Bethe-Bloch formula, in which mass and charge are the parameters. Figure 1 displays a
two-dimentional distribution of p/q (in GeV/c) versus (dE/'dx) - or rather versus the
logarithm of energy loss (in arbitrary units). The mass obtained by this method will be
called the "CDC mass".
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Fig. 1. Mass identification in the CDC
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This method of identification has two drawbacks, which are caused by the
properties of the Bethe-Bloch formula as well as the CDC itself. The first is due to nonmonotonic behaviour of dE/dx as a function of velocity (or momentum). Two particles of
the same momenta but of different masses (and therefore velocities) can undergo the same
energy loss. This is visible on figure 1 - the pion and proton lines merge for momenta above
about 600 - 700 MeV/c.
To remedy this problem it was decided that the CDC would be complemented with
a time-of-flight detector. This detector is called the Barrel and consists of 180 scintillator
strips placed parallel to the beam axis, 240 cm long and ca. 3 cm wide. As they are read
out by a pair of 2" phototubes placed at both ends of each strip, the detector is both timeof-flight-and position-sensitive. By combining the information on the flight-path from the
CDC with time-of-flight data from the Barrel one can calculate the particle velocity, and by
plugging-in the value of momentum (p/q), obtain the mass-to-charge ratio. The mass
obtained in this way will be called the "Barrel mass". For heavier particles, comparing the
Barrel mass and CDC mass allows charge determination. The charge can also be calculated
by combining dE/dx and velocity data which are related via the Bethe-Bloch formula.
This method, however, introduces some additional problems, connected with the
need to use the data from different detectors There is some probability of matching a CDC
track caused by one particle to a Barrel hit caused by another particle. It has been
estimated (by the analysis of mixed events) that in the absence of special cuts about 13% of
the matches are mismatches. It is possible to decrease this ratio by using different cuts,
other than purely geometrical, but the relevant numbers are not available yet.
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Fig. 2. Mass identification in the Barrel for q=l particles. The lines correspond to (from
top) tritons, deuterons, protons, kaons and positive pions on the right side,
antikaons and negative pions on the left side.
By selecting only those matches that survive these additional cuts and fall within the
q=±l line, one can relatively safely assume that the mismatch contamination is quite low.
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On figure 2 the two-dimensional distribution, the decimal logarithm of momentum
(in GeV/c) versus velocity (in cm/ns) is displayed. Particles of negative charge are assigned
positive momenta and negative velocities. The lines drawn correspond to calculated
positions of particles (p = myP). For all momenta, the hydrogen isotopes, as well as
positive and negative pions can be distinguished. There is a clearly visible FT line between
pions and protons that can be separated up to momenta of around 650 MeV/c. The K~ line
is not so visible due to much smaller statistics.

Fig. 3. Mass spectrum for q=l particles
For particles with momenta below 600 MeV/c, a mass spectrum (the mass being the
average of CDC and Barrel masses) is shown on figure 3. One should note, that in reality
the number of pions is larger than the number shown on the plot due to the cuts applied.
The 600 MeV/c momentum cut is somewhat too weak to isolate the antikaons, so in order
to get a reasonable K" peak, one needs additional cuts. An average mass spectrum for
particles with momentum below 450 MeV/c and above a certain dE dx cut is displayed on
the same figure with dashed lines.The particles with negative charge are assigned negative
masses on this plot.
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Plastic Scintillation Barrel for the WASA 4TC Detector Setup
WASA-PROMICE collaboration
A. Turowiecki, Z. Wilhelmi and J. Ztomanczuk.
The main goal in the WASA research programme is the measurements of the rare decay of
neutral pseudoscalar mesons 7t° and r\ [1]. The expected, at CELSIUS storage ring,
production rates enable the probing of variety meson decays like:
e+e",
e+e"e+e~ and

FVH

Fig. 1. Cross Secion of the WASA detector setup. The Central Detector (CD) includes the
Mini Drift Chamber (MDC), the Superconducting Selenoid (SCS), The crystals of the
Scintillator Electromagnetic Calorimeter (SEC), the Plastic Scintillator Barrel (PSB). IY
denotes the iron yoke. The Forward Detector (FD) consist of 4 planes of Proportional
Counters (FPC), 3 planes of Trigger Hodoscope (FTH), 4 planes of Range Hodoscope
(FRH) and plane Veto Hodoscope (FVH).
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Detailed studies of these rare decays require very accurate measurements of all
the kinematics parameters involved in the decay. The CELSIUS storage ring with
electron beam cooling provides protons with well defined momentum, and the pellet
target has a well defined interaction points. The WASA An detector setup allows accurate
measurements of the meson decay products. A schematic cross-section of the WASA
detector setup is shown in fig. 1. It consist of two main parts: Central Detector ( CD )
and the Forward Detector ( FD ). As it is visible in fig. 1 in front of the Superconducting
Selenoid (SCS) the Plastic Scintillator Barrel Detector (PSB) is located which provides
the energy losses information and fast signals for trigger purposes. This detector has
been
manufactured
and
preliminary
tested
in Warsaw's workshops and
laboratiories of Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies and Nuclear Physic Division of the
Warsaw Uniwersity. It consist of 146 plastic scintillator counters. The layout of one section
of the detector is presented in fig. 2. The detectors are different in shape: triangular for
"barrel covers" and long , rectangular for the "barrel wall". As the scintillator the BC
408 has been used. The long, bended light pipes transmit the light out of the iron yoke to
protect the photomultiplier tubes against the SCS strong magnetic field. At present, the all
detector modules has been sent to Uppsala Universty where they will be mounted at
WASA Detector.

Fig. 2. Layout of the one section of the Plastic Scintillator Barrel Detector. A denotes the
rectangular counters of the barrel wall while B and C triangulat ones in barrel covers
Refrences
1. H. Calen. " Proposal for elementary particle physics using WASA", PAC proposal, The
Svedberg Laboratory, Box 533, Uppsala, Sweden.
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Tests of GSO scintillator
T. Matulewicz, K. Korzecka, Z. Pytel
Among the recently discovered scintillators, cerium doped gadolinium orthosilicate GSO
(Gd2SiO5:Ce) is attracting attention for applications in low and medium energy nuclear
spectroscopy. High density, short radiation length, high light yield and short decay time,
high resistance to the radiation damage (cf. Table 1) make GSO an interesting material for
the construction of compact, highly efficient detectors. Also, the time resolution of GSO
detector (700ps FWHM [1]) is better than for all scintillators of Table 1 except BaF2. It has
to be noted that the superior time resolution of BaF? is obtained only if the fast component
emitted in the UV region is viewed using expensive photomultipliers with quartz windows.
There is recently an increasing interest in the application of GSO scintillator in
electromagnetic calorimeters [2], charged-particle [3] and neutron detectors [4].
scintillator
density [g/cm3]
radiation length [cm]
Moliere radius fcml
light yield (relative)
decay time [ns]
peak emission [nm]
index of refraction
radiation hardness fGy]

GSO
6.71
1.39
2.42
20
30-60
440
1.85
>106

BaF2
4.89
2.05
3.39
5,16
0.6, 620
220,310
1.56
>104

BGO
7.13
1.11
2.33
10
300
480
2.15
10

Nal(Tl)
3.67
2.6
4.47
100
230
375
1.68
10

Table 1. Selected properties of GSO and some most popular scintillators.
We have started the test of a sample detector consisting of 3 x 1 x 1 cm3 crystal coupled to
the EMI 9127 photomultiplier. The surface of the crystal was polished and covered with
PTFE and black tape. The anode output signal was digitized in the FERA 4300 QDC
converter with the gate provided by the FCC8 (GANELEC) discriminator. The energy
resolution of the detector was measured using the ^Co source (Fig. 1). A fit of two gaussian
shapes allowed to determine the energy resolution: 7.4+0.2% for the 1173 keV line and
6.4+0.2% for the 1332 keV line. The energy resolution for 662 keV line was measured to
be 10% for a smaller crystal [1]. These 3 points fit very well the formula (AE/E)xV£ =8%,
what indicates that the energy resolution is governed mainly by the photoelectron statistics.
The anode signal of the 1332 keV photon was observed on the digital oscilloscope. A
single shape is shown in Fig.2. The rise time of the signal was measured by averaging 100
shapes. The signal raises from 8% to 65% of the maximum amplitude in 8.2 ns, while the
maximum amplitude is reached in about 35 ns.
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PPCO: Polarizational-Polarizational Correlation from
Oriented Nuclei
A.Wierzchucka, Ch.Droste, K.Starosta, S.G.Rohozinskia, T.Morek, J.Srebrny,
E.WesoJowski .
a

Institute of Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University, Hoza 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland
Heavy Ion Laboratory, Warsaw University, Pasteura 7, 02-097 Warsaw, Poland

In a modern "in-beam" y-ray spectroscopy multidetector arrays are widely used.
Usually, a large part of detectors in an array is, due to segmentation, sensitive to linear
polarization of y-quanta. This gives an opportunity to carry out correlation measurements
between the y-rays registered in polarimeters or in polarimeters and the remaining
detectors. The correlation experiment, in which the linear polarization of at least one yquantum is measured, gives an important information concerning spins and parities of
excited nuclear states.
In Ref.[l] the general formula for such correlation was given and the case of
angular correlation between polarization of yi and direction of y2 emitted from oriented
nuclei (the PDCO method) was discussed in detail. This formula allows us to calculate also
the correlation between polarization of yi and polarization of y2 (for L=l,2 pure or mixed
multipolarity) emitted in a cascade (at any direction) from oriented nuclei (PPCO). It is
worth to mention that the polarizational-polarizational correlation was considered in an
early work (Ref.[2]) but only for very particular case, namely when both y-quanta either
pure dipole or pure quadrupole are emitted in the opposite directions from an unoriented
source. In our approach the unoriented source corresponds to the special case when the
alignment parameter a equals infinity (see Ref.[l]). The simple formulae given in Ref.[2]
can be easily used to control the correctness of the PPCO computer program. For the same
purpose the simple formulae (Ref.[3]) describing correlation between polarization of yi and
direction of y2 emitted from unoriented source can be used. In this case W=W + Wz and
W =W +
* 3.
^33 (see text bellow).
In the present report the PPCO method is considered and preliminary results are
presented. The discussion is limited to the case in which spin alignment is due to nuclear
reaction.
A single polarimeter allows measuring the numbers iV3 or Nm of photons scattered
between its segments in the direction perpendicular or parallel to the emission plane (see
Ref.[l] for the definition). Then the experimental asymmetry A is given by
N

+
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N

U)

The polarization P is defined as follows:
P=

W-W
(2)

where Wm and W3 are the probabilities that emitted y-quantum is polarized in the plane
parallel or perpendicular to the emission plane . The relation between quantities A and P is
following:
A=O*P
(3)
In the case of two polarimeters working in coincidence one should consider four
quantities, namely W^, W_, W^ and WZ3. Here, for example, W^, gives probability that y,
(registered in polarimeter Pi) is polarized in its emission plane while y2 (registered in P2) is
polarized perpendicularly to its emission plane. The meaning of the remaining W's is
analogues. These four quantities allow us to construct different observables, for example
the following ones:
W -W
ILL
PPl= '"
W +W
"111

PP2-

^"iu

-Ml~

-L

w +w

(4)

PP3 =
All these observables can be measured for different polarimeter positions with respect to the
ion beam.

BEAM

BEAM

Fig. 1. Symmetries in the PPCO method, (a) Polarimeter P is placed at 9=90° with respect
to the ion beam axis. Eight positions of the polarimeters, working in coincidence with P,
which give the same readings are shown (on the drawing-black spheres), (b) Polarimeter P
is placed at 9* 90°. There is only four positions of remaining polarimeters giving the same
readings.
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Fig.2. Contours in the PP\ vs. DCO-ratio plane. Both polarimeters are placed at 0=90°
while <J>=90° (see Fig.2 from Ref.[l].) The DCO-ratio is measured for the detectors
at 8=0° and 90°. The parameter c/I=0.3 is assumed. Squares and triangles on the contours
correspond to pure quadrupole and pure dipole radiations, respectively. The arrows point
the direction of increasing value of mixing ratio 5; the small crosses (+) are placed every
A(arctan 8) =5°.
The quantities PPl, PPl and PP3 correspond to the quantities measured directly in
experiments when the Compton polarimeters are used. For instance one has following
relation for PP3, similar to eq.(3):
(5)

where
and JV's are numbers of parallel and perpendicularly scattered photons in the Compton
polarimeters (Pi and P2) being in coincidence. The quantities Q/ and Q2 are sensitivities of
polarimeters.
Polarizational-polarizational correlation fulfils some symmetries (see appropriate
formulae in Ref.[l] sect.2 ) that are illustrated in Fig. 1. It is an important information for
planning effective experiments.
The preliminary analysis of the PPCO method was made for the PPl. Contours in
the PPl vs. DCO-ratio (Ref.[4]) plane for different spin sequences and mixing ratios are
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given in Fig.2 for the In -» 4 + ->2 + cascade, where 7=2,3,4,5,6 and n=+\. This figure
should be compared with Fig.7 of Ref.[l] which corresponds to the PDCO method. It
seems, that for the studied case, the PPCO and PDCO methods have the similar limitations
to determine spins and parities. For example, both methods encounter difficulties in
distinguishing between the 5—^->4—^—^2 and 3—^->4—^—>2 transitions. It
seems, that PPCO (with PP\ observable) allows us, in principle, to discriminate better
between 6 m >4 E2 >2 and 4 M1 >4 g2 ) 2transitions than the PDCO method. In
practice, the ability of the PPCO method will depend on accuracy of measurement of
observables PP. One can expect, that the PPCO measurements should be less accurate than
PDCO ones since:
a) number of events in PPCO is smaller than in PDCO
b) observables (PP) in PPCO depend on Qx as well as Q2.
It follows from eq. (5) that the large values of Qx and Q2 are desirable to get large and
accurate value of AA. Substantial improvement of Q can be expected when a new
generation of highly segmented detectors with three dimensional position information [5]
starts to operate.
The further analysis for other observables, spin sequences and geometry is in
progress.
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Experimental test of the PDCO method
K.Starosta, T.Morek, Ch.Droste, M.Bergstrem1, B.Herskind1, S.G.Rohoziriskr, J.Srebrny
1
Tandem Accelerator Laboratory, Niels Bohr Institute, Riso, Denmark
2
Institute of Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University, Warsaw
Information about spins and parities of excited states is crucial for nuclear structure
studies. These quantities may be assigned when multipolarity of the gamma transition,
depopulating level of interest, is determined. In an "in-beam" gamma ray spectroscopy the
directional correlation (DCO) or angular distribution measurements are widely use tools for
multipolarity assignment, although, it is known that neither of these method is sensitive to
electric or magnetic character of gamma radiation. In consequence, multipolarity
assignment is quite often ambiguous. Multipolarity of gamma ray may be determine when
the results of the DCO analysis are combined with the results of linear polarization
measurements. In a modern multidetector systems the new generation detectors allow for
gamma polarization measurements. The large total efficiency of the multidetector arrays
allow to carry out coincidence measurements between the polarimeter and the remaining
detectors. The method of gamma ray multipolarity assignment (PDCO), suitable for
modern multidetector arrays, was proposed in Ref. [1]. The aim of present study was to
carry out the data analysis proposed in [1] and to test experimentally the possibility of
polarization measurements using EUROGAM phase 2 array.
The EUROGAM phase 2 array consisted of 30 coaxial Compton suppressed Ge
detectors. They were placed in four rings at 9 = 157.6° (five detectors), 9 = 133.6° (ten
detectors), 9 = 46.4° (ten detectors) and 9 = 22.4° (five detectors) and 24 CLOVER
detectors placed in two rings at 9 = 104.5° (twelve detectors) and 9 = 75.5° (twelve
detectors). The studied nucleus was l64Yb produced in the 138Ba(30Si,4n) reaction at beam
energy of 150 and 155 MeV. Two targets with thickness 290 ug/cnr and 158 |ig/cm2 were
used. Targets were evaporated on «580 ug/cm2 thick Au backing which faced the beam.
Gamma radiation was emitted from the nuclei recoiled into vacuum, the appropriate
Doppler correction was applied during gain matching. During analysis described below data
were unfold into doubles according to the prescriptions given in Ref. [2].
Polarization of gamma radiation in the present work is defined as
O
where A is asymmetry of polarized photon scattering inside the CLOVER detector and O is
sensitivity of CLOVER working in a polarimeter mode. Unfortunately the value of O was
not measured in the experiment. Some information concerning sensitivity of the CLOVER
detector one can find in Ref. [3] and in Ref [5]. Without values of Q one can compare
relative values of A with corresponding ratio of P, only.
As a first step of data analysis information about spin alignment was extracted from
the DCO ratio measured for the 11 -> 10+ -> 8+ 647 keV - 530 keV cascade.
Experimental DCO ratios were evaluated from the antisymmetric matrix of coincidences
between CLOVER detectors and Ge detectors placed in rings at 22.4° and 157.6°. The
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value of RDOO = 0.52(3) measured for 647-530 keV E1-E2 cascade implies that spin
alignment parameter a/I = 0.26(5). It is worth to point out that the RDCO values calculated
for the 1+2 -> I -» 1-2 transition belonging to the yrast cascade were equal to 1 (as it is
expected) with accuracy better then 5%.
Experimental asymmetry A for particular transition was evaluated from two gammagamma matrices. The first matrix (called Vertical matrix) contained the events in which one
of the gamma-ray was scattered inside the CLOVER detector in the direction
perpendicular to the beam whereas accompanying gamma ray was registered in any Ge
detector or CLOVER segment. The second matrix (called Horizontal matrix) contained the
events in which one of the gamma-ray was scattered in the direction parallel to the beam
whereas accompanying gamma ray was registered in any Ge detector or CLOVER
segment. Such sorting scheme was called in Ref. [1] "4K integrated PDCO" since, when
solid angle covered by the detectors is large enough, it washes out the correlation effects
introduced by the measurement of polarimeter-detector coincidence. The advantage of
polarization measurements in coincidence with other y-rays is a clean spectrum. The "47t
integrated PDCO" method employing large arrays provides good statistics. The polarization
measured in such mode is in principle equivalent to the polarization measured without
coincidence. The asymmetry is defined as:

F(£) Y ( i r ,+a(£)//(£) Y ( i r )
where VfEJ^-) and H(E)y(E-) are respectively numbers of vertically and horizontally
scattered photons with energy E being in the coincidence with photon of energy E'. The
factor a(E) is included to correct for the nonuniformity of vertical and horizontal scattering
which appears due to different efficiency of CLOVER segments. This factor may be
measured to sufficient accuracy with unpolarized gamma rays emitted from the radioactive
source. In present work 18 (from 24) polarimeters with uniformity better then 5% were
selected. For uniformity calibration 15 Eu source was used. The parameter a(E) of the
setup was evaluated from the "vertical" and "horizontal" spectra obtained by adding
respectively vertical and horizontal spectra of selected polarimeters. The uniformity of the
setup occurred to be better than 1%. Asymmetries measured so far for the transitions in
164
Yb in "4K integrated" mode are consistent with previous [4] multipolarity assignments.
To study the correlation between polarization of gamma ray measured in
polarimeter and emission direction of accompanying gamma quanta, the array was divided
into four groups of polarimeter-detector pairs. Group called geometry A consisted of
CLOVERs working as a polarimeter and segments of CLOVERs facing the polarimeter
(<j)« 0° or <|) « 180°, <>
f is defined in Fig.2 in [1]), working as a standard Ge detector. Group
B consisted of CLOVERs working as a polarimeter and segments of CLOVERs placed
perpendicularly in respect to the polarimeter (<j> « 90° or <>
| * 270°), working as a standard
Ge detector. Group C consisted of CLOVERs working as a polarimeter and Ge detectors
in rings at 22.4° and 157.6°. Group D consisted of CLOVERs working as a polarimeter
and Ge detectors in rings at 46.4° and 133.6°. For each group Vertical and Horizontal
matrices were sorted. Experimental asymmetries for each geometry evaluated for selected
cascades in 164Yb as well as theoretical polarization calculated for o/I =0.26 are
summarized in Tab. 1. The experimental spectra for selected cascade are presented in Fig. 1.
In Tab. 2 ratios of asymmetries and polarization given in Tab. 1 are summarized.
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164

Yb

Figure 1: Polarization spectra measured for the 490 keV 16+ -» 14" transition in coincidence
with the 375 keV 6+ -» 4\ 463 keV 8+ -> 6+ and 530 keV 10+ -» 8+ transitions for
geometry A, B and C. Spectra of y-rays scattered in the direction perpendicular to the
beam axis are labeled v and plotted with thin line, spectra of y-rays scattered in the
direction parallel to the beam axis are labeled h and plotted with thick line. Number of
counts indicated on vertical axis should be multiplied by factor of 100. For each geometry
the polarimeter-detector setting is plotted (note that the angles on the plot do not
correspond exactly to the angles in EUROGAM array, plots presents the principle of the
method but not the exact detector configuration). Theoretical polarization at GPOL ~ 90°
(see Ref.[l]) calculated for the E2-E2 cascade as a function of directional detector position
is qualitatively shown on the 3D plot in the center of the figure.
Table 1: Experimental asymmetries and theoretical polarization evaluated for different
polarimeter-detector geometries for the 490 keV 16* -> 14+ transition in l64Yb. Gates set
on the 375 keV 6+ -> 4+, 463 keV 8* -» 6" and 530 keV 10" -> 8" transitions were add to
increase the statistic. Polarizations are given for spin alignment parameter a /1 = 0.26.
Geometry
A
B
C
D

Asymmetry
0.17(2)
0.08(3)
0.12(2)
0.13(2)

Polarization
0.562
0.320
0.492
0.483

Table 2: Ratios of experimental asymmetries and ratios of theoretical polarizations given in
Tab.l. According to formula (1) the ratios of asymmetries for different geometries should
be equal to ratios of theoretical polarization calculated for these geometries.}
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Ratio
Geom.B / Geom.A.
Geom.C / Geom.A.
Geom.D / Geom.A.
Geom.B / Geom.C.
Geom.B / Geom.D.

Experimental
0.47(19)
0.71(14)
0.76(15)
0.67(27)
0.62(25)

Theoretical
0.569
0.875
0.860
0.650
0.663

The precision of measured asymmetries is not better than 10%. The main reason of
the errors is a relatively low polarization sensitivity of CLOVER detector. Data analysis is
in progress.
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Computers in Nuclear Physics Division
M. Kowalczyk, J. Tarasiuk, J. Srebrny

1 .New computer equipment and hardware upgrades.
During last year we have upgraded most of our computer equipment. We have
increased the RAM memory of VAXstation 4000/90, which is still heavily used for data
analysis, from 32 MB to 80 MB total. In the Novell file server the mainboard and processor
were replaced, memory have been extended to 24 MB and new 2.5 GB disk have been
added to the 1.6 GB one we had before. Also the ISA bus ethernet interface has been
replaced by modern PCI architecture card which is significantly faster then the old one.
Last year we decided to buy a second laser printer. The new one is DEC-3500
postscript printer equipped with ethernet network interface card. We chose this model
because of its capability to work simultaneously with VAX computers and as a Novell print
server. Printer can use LAT protocol which is necessary to make use of DEC Print
Supervisor output formating software. We also bought five new Pentium - 100 class PC
computers equipped with 16MB of RAM and S3 based graphics card. Next five computers
have been upgraded to the same standard from our previous typical configuration which
was i386 class PC computer with 4~MB RAM.

2.Software changes.
The Open VMS operating system running on VAX computers have been upgraded
from version 5.5-2 to 6.2. For PC computers we have bought licenses for
Microsoft~Word~6.0a and Microsoft-Office and installed software on the Novell server.
New computers are powerful enough to run efficently XFree86 X-terminal emulator
under control of Linux OS, even without hard disk installed. We have developed
configuration that can be started from Novell file server. For Linux boot we use modified
version of LOADLIN program that automaticaly recognizes workstation and sets proper
internet address. This enables us to boot all X-terminals from single RAM drive image.
XFree86 server software together with base Linux software is placed on disk of
VAXstation -3100 and served by UCX NFS server. Xfree86 software making use of nonstandard features of S3 based graphics cards is significantly faster then DWDOS386 we
used previously. The main reason is that DWDOS386 relays on relatively slow video BIOS
software (VESA standard).

3. New boot software for diskless workstations.
Most of our PC computers in our laboratory have no hard drive installed. Those
computers boot from Novell file server, using software developed in NPD and well fitted to
our needs. Last year we have changed boot program making it more flexible - new version
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uses firmware packet driver, the remaining part is hardware independent. Previously boot
used disk image stored in the file server SYS:LOGIN directory as drive A:. It contained
few workstation dependent parameters, which resulted in having many large disk images.
In current version the boot program creates simplified DOS-like software environment
which runs simple standard DOS executable program. Then the program can read files
from the file server SYS:LOGIN directory.
During first boot phase such a program is executed. From ethernet card hardware
address it can recognize workstation on which it is running and choose suitable boot
configuration. In the second phase the OS is loaded from simple boot image but loaded
programs can still read files from the file server. In practice we use it to create RAM drive,
store on it all workstation specific information, copy to it all files necessary for boot, and
then disconnect before starting DOS network driver.
Additional program for boot simulation and test have been written to eliminate need
of many eprom reprogramming. It can be started from hard or floppy drive as an option of
normal boot.

4. Data acquisition system.
The SMAN data acquisition system for Heavy Ion Laboratory was developed in
NPD and is still maintained here. During last year we added (from SMAN version 4.30)
support for a pattern unit that enables recognition of 16 different event types.Event is
recognized as event of specific type when the 16 bit word read from pattern unit, after
logical AND with defined mask, is equal to a pattern specified in experiment definition file.
The use of mask make us possible to use some bits from pattern units as data bits and the
whole pattern word as additional parameter.
An auxilary SPS program (SMAN version 3.21 and higher) for printing spectra in
postscript format directly from acquisition system was written. As a dedicated program it
can make use of information stored in acquisition system data buffers and print whole
"pictures" as they were seen on the screen during acquisition. The program can be used
independently, for printing spectra stored on disk.
Acquisition system can also store screen dump of the whole screen or a part of it in
bitmap format. Last year we have written BPM2PS program that converts those bitmaps to
postscript format.

5. PC hardware tests and programing.
Last year we upgraded simultaneously two file servers: Novell file server "ZFJA"
working in NPD and "WUDAS" which is used in Heavy Ion Laboratory but partialy
managed by NPD staff. After upgrade we found that file server crashes regulary after about
a week of work. None of available test programs could find any error in resonable time
(few days of continous run) so we had to work out our own methods. We found that
archive programs can be useful in testing memory, procesor and the mainboard. One of
test techniques was putting several files on a RAM disk, and running PKZIP during entire
night or even weekend exclusively on the RAM disk. We found errors usually resulted in
bad CRC of an archive made using PKZIP (packing several big files of total size 5-15 MB
several times and then testing obtained archive shows one or more files have bad CRC).
Another test was few programs filling all available memory with various data
patterns and later examining it (they used CPU mode allowing fast 32-bit access to all
memory). Testing diferrent sets of memory modules we found some defective ones and
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replaced them. This way we also chose the optimum mainboard setup parametes that could
be used with available hardware.
For testing disks, drivers and ethernet interfaces we used another metod. We have
written a program which computes CRC-s of all files in some directory tree (it uses the
same CRC polynom and gets same value as PKZIP or ARJ). As a result we decided to
remove from "WUDAS" Novell 3.11 server newly bought SMC Ethernet PCI board, which
(either board or firmware drivers) caused server crashes and damages of files on it. We
also found that we had to change disk driver after adding second disk to file server ZFJA.
New PC DOS utility for searching strings in text files was written. The SEARCH
program has similiar user interface to VDIR program described in NPD Annual Report
1995. User can specify list of files and use logical names (DOS environment variables) in
file specification. Also "exclude", "since","before" and "subdir" switches have the same
meaning as in VDIR program. User can define viewing window size adding to output up to
10 lines preceding the line containing search string and some following lines. Similiary to
other programs used for this purpose case sensitive search and output line numbering can
be requested. The SEARCH program is available on "ZFJA" file server.
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2. Seminars held at the Nuclear Physics Division
5.01.1996

T.Czosnyka (Heavy Ion Laboratory, Warsaw)
Octupole properties of even-even nuclei.

19.01.1996

T.Hofmokl
Internet in Poland and in the world.

26.01.1996

RKaczarowski (Institute for Nuclear Studies Swierk)
News from GAMMASPHERE.

23.02.1996

J.Stepaniak (Institute for Nuclear Studies Warsaw)
What do we investigate and what do we inted to investigate at the storage
ring CELSIUS in Uppsala.

1.03.1996

T.Matulewicz
The A - resonanse in nuclear matter.

8.03.1996

A.Bartnik
The quark confinement.

15.03.1996

RKulessa
The study of nuclei with neutron-halo.

21.03.1996

E.Rondio
The study of proton structure in the scattering of high energy mions.

29.03.1996

A.Sobiczewski (Institute for Nuclear Studies Warsaw)
The discovery of element 112.

11.04.1996

B.Fornal
How to study the structure of exotic, nuclei in the region of

32

Mg.

19.04.1996

J.Ritman
Near threshold production and propagation of strangeness in heavy ion collisions.

26.04.1996

M.Dakowski
The energetics of XXI century and the polish cause.

10.05.1996

M.Krawczyk
The structure of the photon.

17.05.1996

J.Ziomanczuk
The r| meson production in p-d collision using the CELSIUS storage ring.
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24.05.1996

J.Srebrny
The investigation of the structure of
- astrophysical aspects.

180m

Ta using Coulomb excitation

31.05.1996

Z.Sujkowski (Institute for Nuclear Studies Swierk)
Radiative and nonradiative electron capture by fast (relativistic) ions.

4.10.1996

M.Kicinska-Habior
The study of high-energy y - rays at the Warsaw Cyclotron - present
and future.

11.10.1996

Piotr Rymuza (Institute for Nuclear Studies Swierk)
The atomic proccesses accompaning fast ion-atomic collisions.

18.10.1996

Z.Szeflinski
The modular neutron spectrometer.

25.10.1996

T.Koziowski (Institute for Nuclear Studies Swierk)
Test of lepton flavor conservation in nuclear conversion u - e.

8.11.1996

M.Gorska (GSI Darmstadt)
New results in the study of nuclear structure in the region of 100Sn.

15.11.1996

M.Kirejczyk
The investigation of K+ and K" mesons produced in
at energy 1.93 A GeV.
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Ni + 58Ni reaction

22.11.1996

P.Zupranski (Institute for Nuclear Studies Warsaw)
The project of new accelerator of polarized light ions at Indiana University.

29.11.1996

K.Starosta
The investigation of odd-odd nuclei 115La, 127La.

6.12.1996

T.Matulewicz
High energy photons from heavy-ion reactions.

13.012.1996

RKaczarowski (Institute for Nuclear Studies Swierk)
The study of decay of high-spin isomers in I80Os nuclei.

20.12.1996

J.Kownacki (Heavy Ion Laboratory, Warsaw)
Filling empty places in the chart of the nuclei using the OSIRIS II
spectrometer.
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Band structure of the odd-even

I2S

La,

JANUARY 1996
127

La nuclei

K. Starosta, Ch. Droste, T. Morek, and J. Srebrny
Institute of Experimental Physics, Warsaw University, Hoza 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland

D. B. Fossan, D. R. LaFosse, H. Schnare, I. Thorslund, P. Vaska, and M. P. Waring
Department of Physics, State University of New York at Stony Brook. Stony Brook, New York 11794

W. Satula and S. G. Rohozinski
Institute of Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University, Hoza 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland

R. Wyss
The Royal Institute of Technology, Physics Department, Frescati, Frescativagen 24, S-104 OS Stockholm, Sweden

I. M. Hibbert, R. Wadsworth, and K. Hauschild
Department of Physics, University of York, Heslington, York YOI 5DD, United Kingdom

C. W. Beausang, S. A. Forbes, P. J. Nolan, and E. S. Paul
Oliver Lodge Laboratory, University of Liverpool, P.O. Box 147, Liverpool L69 3BX, United Kingdom
(Received 29 September 1995 )
Excited states of the l25La and u 7 La nuclei were populated following n 2 Sn("O,p2n) and m Cd("F,4n)
fusion-evaporation reactions, respectively, and investigated using methods of in-beam y-ray spectroscopy. Five
collective bands in m L a , and eleven collective bands in l27La were observed. The spin and/or parity assignments of excited states in these nuclei were based on angular-correlation and linear-polarization measurements.
The experimental data are discussed and compared to the results of self-consistent total-Routhian-surface
calculations including quadrupole pairing.
PACS number(s): 21.10.Re, 23.20.Lv, 27.60.+j, 2l.60.Ev

I. INTRODUCTION

Neutron deficient nuclei from the mass A ~ 130 region
have been the subject of many experimental studies. The
even-even nuclei from this region were one of the first examples of y-soft nuclei f 1 ]. Furthermore, odd-/4 La isotopes
with A = 125 to 137 were the first cases [2] where decoupled
rotational bands were identified and interpreted in terms of a
particle coupled to a triaxial even-even core [3]. Recent spectroscopic data also reveal many other phenomena of topical
interest, such as shape coexistence, y-vibrational bands, signature inversion, and band termination effects.
In the language of the deformed shell model, the variety
of structures observed in the A ~ 130 mass region can be
associated with opposite shape driving forces due to valence
protons and neutrons, respectively (see Ref. [4]). Valence
protons, filling the lower pan of the h\ia subshell, tend to
stabilize nuclear shapes at prolate deformations, while ihe
valence neutrons, being at or above Ihe hun midshell, favor
oblate or triaxial shapes. Such a situation leads to a shape
coexistence phenomenon with the resulting equilibrium
shapes as well as the shapes of local potential wells strongly
depending on the underlying proton and neutron shell structure and pairing properties. Thus it is expected that the spectroscopy of these nuclei would provide rich data from which
sensitive studies could be made of effective/residual nuclear
interactions, adiabacity/diabacity of nuclear motion, rotation-

vibration couplings, and formation of collectivity.
The present investigation of the m L a and l27La nuclei
was triggered by the previous observation [5] of an unusually
fast 15/2"" —• 11/2"£2 transition in l27La, implying enhanced
collectivity, but followed by a drop in collectivity above the
15/2" level. This research will be presented in two parts. In
the current paper, the level schemes including the band structure of 125La and l27La will be presented; this includes yy coincidence studies as well as angular-correlation and
linear-polarization measurements. Eleven bands were ob
served in 127La and five bands in '"'La. The detailed quasiparticle structure of these bands is interpreted by means of a
self-consistent total Routhian surface (TRS) model. A second
paper [6] will present the results of a detailed set of recoil
distance (RDM) lifetime measurements in 125La and l27La.
A collective core-quasiparticle coupling model [7] will be
used to discuss the excitation energies and E2-M 1 transition
rates for low-spin slates of both positive and negative parity
bands.
Preliminary results [8] of the current work have been reported. An independent study of the I27La level scheme by
D. Ward et al. [9] has also been made. The two studies of
l27
La are complementary in several respects; there is more
information about high-spin levels in Ref. [9], while the current study includes y-ray polarization measurements. Results
from both studies of l27La and the present results of l25La
are used in the theoretical interpretation.

0556-2813/96/53( 1 >/137(14)/$()6.00
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Nonstatistical y emission in 3He- and a-induced reactions
J. A. Behr,* K. A. Snover, C. A. Gossett, G. Feldman, J. H. Gundlach, and M. Kiciriska-Habior^
Nuclear Physics Laboratory, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195
(Received 21 September 1995)
We have measured inclusive y-ray production cross sections for 'He- and a-induced reactions on various
targets in the mass range A = 61-181 at projectile energies of 11-27 MeV. Except for a-induced yields on the
lightest targets, all reactions show high-energy y-ray yields 1-3 orders of magnitude larger than can be
obtained from statistical model calculations. Angular distributions are strongly forward peaked in the center of
mass frame for the highest y-ray energies, providing model-independent evidence for a nonstatistical reaction
mechanism. Calculations of direct radiative capture and semidirect excitation of the giant dipole resonance can
qualitatively reproduce the angular distributions but cannot reproduce either the dependence of the y-ray cross
sections on £ r or the target dependence of the absolute cross sections. The l2C(3He,y0) I5O reaction was found
to change from predominantly statistical to predominantly direct over this bombarding energy range.
PACS numbers): 25.55.-e, 24.60.Dr, 24.30.Cz, 23.20.-g
I. INTRODUCTION
The reaction mechanisms for radiative capture of nucleons and heavy ions in certain energy regimes are reasonably
well established. The radiative capture of energetic nucleons
up to nucleon energies of at least 25 MeV is dominated by
the direct and semidirect processes. In direct radiative capture, the nucleon is captured directly into a final state, radiating in the process. In semidirect radiative capture, the reaction proceeds primarily through single-step excitation of
the giant dipole resonance (GDR), which then radiates.
In contrast, heavy ion radiative capture up to projectile
energies of at least 5 MeVM in medium and heavy nuclei is
well described by fusion leading to a statistically equilibrated
compound nucleus, which then decays with a strength function dominated by the GDR [1]. At higher heavy ion projectile energies, £prOj a 20 MeV/A, y rays with energy 100
MeV and higher have been observed [2]. In this energy regime there is experimental and theoretical support for a reaction mechanism involving bremsstrahlung from incoherent
neutron-proton collisions between projectile and target
nucleons. Coherent collective nuclear bremsstrahlung, in
which the projectile is accelerated by the mean field of the
target and radiates in the process, has also been proposed as
a possible reaction mechanism [3]; however, there exists no
clear evidence for this process.
In the course of studying statistical GDR decay in complex particle collisions, we first noted anomalously large
yields of high-energy y rays from 3 He and a collisions with
Sm target nuclei [1]. In this work, we present an exploration
of the systematics of this effect by measurements of inclusive -y-ray production cross sections from 3 He- and
a-induced reactions on various targets in the mass range
A = 61-181 at projectile energies of 11-27 MeV. These pro-

*Present address: TRIUMF, 4004 Westbrook Mall, Vancouver,
British Columbia V6T 2A3, Canada.
'Permanent address: Institute of Experimental Physics, University
of Warsaw. 00681, Poland.
0556-2813/96/53(4)/1759( 15)/$ 10.00
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jectile masses and energies fall between the extremes of
nucleon-induced y-ray production and statistical heavy-ioninduced reactions, and thus one might expect features of both
direct-semidirect (DSD) and statistical radiative capture.
Our measured y-ray spectra from the 3 He- and
a-induced reactions share a number of common features. In
all the reactions, large structureless y yields are observed in
and above the giant dipole resonance region ( E r & 14 MeV).
Except for a-induced reactions on the lightest targets, all
reactions show high-energy y-ray yields which are 1 - 3 orders of magnitude larger than statistical model calculations
of compound nuclear decay.
Angular distributions have been measured for several
cases; they are strongly forward peaked in the center of mass
frame for the highest y-ray energies, providing modelindependent evidence for a nonstatistical reaction mechanism. The forward-peaked angular distributions also imply
the presence of interfering multipoles of opposite parity,
most likely £1 and £2. The degree of forward peaking in the
cm. frame cannot be described in terms of emission from a
moving source with a single source velocity, as has been
found for heavy ion collisions at higher bombarding energy.
For reactions initiated by both projectiles, y rays are observed that carry close to the total energy available in the
reaction, suggesting a coherent production mechanism. We
have also found that there is a systematic dependence of the
exponential slopes and magnitudes of the high-£ y spectra on
the total energy available in the reaction.
The observed nonstatistical y yields are in general greater
for the 3He projectile than for the a. This is what one would
expect for £1 radiation from the DSD mechanism. Because
the a+target systems have a small £1 effective charge qEX
(<?EI=0 for a plus an N=Z target since the dipole moment
vanishes in the center of mass) the direct £1 radiation is
suppressed. Semidirect excitation of the GDR by the isospin
7"=0 a particle is isospin forbidden. However, at these
•y-ray energies k^R is large enough ( ~ 0.5 for A = 150 and
Ey = 20 MeV) for direct £2 radiation to be important.
In an attempt to quantify these simple considerations, we
have performed distorted-wave calculations of the DSD pro1759
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Determination of nuclear friction in strongly clamped reactions
from prescission neutron multiplicities
J. Wilczyiiski
Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies, OS-400 Swierk-Otwock, Poland

K. Siwek-Wilczyriska
Institute of Experimental Physics, Warsaw University, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland

H. W. Wilschut
Kemfysisch Versneller Instituut, 9747 AA Groningen, The Netherlands
(Received 28 February 1996)
Nonfusion, fissionhke reactions in collisions of four heavy systems (well below the fusion extra-push energy
threshold), for which Hinde and co-workers had measured the prescission neutron multiplicities, have been
analyzed in terms of the deterministic dynamic model of Feldmeier coupled to a time-dependent statistical
cascade calculation. In order to reproduce the measured prescission multiplicities and the observed (nearly
symmetric) mass divisions, the energy dissipation must be dramatically changed with regard to the standard
one body dissipation: In the entrance channel, in the process of forming a composite system, the energy
dissipation has to be reduced to at least half of the one-body dissipation strength (*"=30.5), and in the exit
channel (from a mononucleus shape to scission) it must be increased by a factor ranging for the studied
reactions from kfl=4 tojtf'= 12. These results are compared with the temperature dependence of the friction
coefficient, recently deduced by Hofman, Back, and Paul from data on the prescission giant dipole resonance
emission in fusion-fission reactions. The combined picture of the temperature dependence of the friction
coefficient, for both fusion-fission and nonfusion reactions, may indicate the onset of strong two-body dissipation already at a nuclear temperature of about 2 MeV. [S0556-2813(96)05006-6]
PACS number(s): 25.70.Lm, 24.10.-i

I. INTRODUCTION

Following the early work by Kramers [1], the formalism
of the Fokker-Planck equation was proposed for the description of fission by Grange et al. [2-4] and also by Wu and
Zhuo [5]. Within this concept, fission of a nucleus is described as a diffusion process of the fission degree of freedom over the fission barrier. The Brownian motion of the
fissioning system towards the barrier is driven by the coupling (by viscosity) of the collective motion with the heat
bath of the excited fissioning nucleus. Application of this
mode! to early results on prescission neutron multiplicities
led Grange et al. [6] to the conclusion that the viscosity of
the fissioning hot nuclei may reach quite a high level. On the
other hand, at low excitation energies, the competition between fission and light-particle emission indicates that cold
nuclei undergo fission in accordance with the standard BohrWheeler statistical theory (which predicts the fission width to
be nearly identical with that resulting from the Kramers formula in the extreme case of a very small but nonzero viscosity).
Recent experiments on prescission y rays from giant dipole resonances (see Ref. [7] and references therein) have
also been interpreted in terms of the diffusion model [2-4].
Results of the analysis of the giant dipole resonance (GDR)
data for fissioning nuclei excited to several tens of MeV led
to a surprisingly large value of the nuclear friction coefficient. The deduced value of the dimensionless friction coefficient, y= 10± 3 [8], implies strong overdamping of the collective mass flow. (In this dimensionless scale the critical
0556-2813/96/54( 1 )/325(7)/$ 10.00
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damping corresponds to y = 1.) It should be noted that the
value of y— 10 greatly exceeds the strength of one-body dissipation, commonly viewed as the most effective dissipation
mechanism at low excitation energies.
In a recent work, Hofman, Back, and Paul [9] reanalyzed
earlier results on the prescission GDR y emission for a range
of relatively low excitation energies and found that the deduced value of the friction coefficient rapidly increases with
increasing temperature, reaching the value y = 1 0 ± 3 [8] at
r ^ l . 7 MeV. The sudden rise of nuclear viscosity can be
associated with the observation reported by Thoennessen and
Bertsch [10] w ho examined the validity of the Bohr-Wheeler
theory and found a clear effect of the reduction of the fission
width (relative to the Bohr-Wheeler predictions) at temperatures above 1.5 MeV.
Since the unexpectedly large values of the friction coefficient for hot nuclear matter [8,9] are based entirely on the
analysis of compound-nucleus fission data in terms of the
diffusion model [2-4], we performed an analysis of some
selected experimental data that make it possible to estimate
the value of the friction coefficient in nonfusion reactions.
Contrary to fusion-fission reactions, nonfusion reactions (fast
fission or deep inelastic reactions) can be interpreted in terms
of a deterministic model of nucleus-nucleus dynamics based
on classical equations of motion with friction (LagrangeRayleigh equations). We will demonstrate that this completely independent method applied to a different class of
nuclear processes also leads to very large values of the friction coefficient. Results of our analysis seem to be consistent
with the effect of the temperature dependence of the friction
325
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Excited levels in

l4S

Pm

W. Urban, T. Rzaca-Urban,* J. L. Durell, Ch. P. Hess, C. J. Pearson, W. R. Phillips, B. J. Varley, and W. J. Vermeer
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Manchester, Manchester Ml3 9PL, United Kingdom
Ch. Vieu and J. S. Dionisio
Centre de Spectromelrie Nucleaire et Spectrometrie de Masse, 91405 Orsay, France
M. Pautrat
Institut de Physique Nucleaire, Boite Postale No. 1, 91406 Orsay, France
J. C. Bacelar
Kemfysisch Versneller Instituut, University of Groningen, NL-9747 AA Groningen, The Netherlands
(Received 22 May 1996)
High-spin states in u5Pm have been studied with TESSA3 operating at NSF Daresbury, through the
Xe('5N,4n) compound nucleus reaction using a solid xenon target. To determine conversion coefficients
and properties of low-spin excitations electron-y and y-y coincidences have been measured following the
l46
Nd(d,3n) reaction. An extended level scheme of 145Pm is proposed and interpreted in terms of singleparticle excitations with collective quadrupole and octupole vibrations coupled to them.
[SO556-2813(96)02711-2]
1M

PACS number(s). 21.JO.Re, 2U0.Pc, 23.20.Lv, 27.60.+j
I. INTRODUCTION
The nucleus 145Pm has a pair of valence neutrons and
three proton holes with respect to the doubly closed shell
nucleus l46Gd. Therefore one may expect that its excitation
pattern will be dominated by single-particle configurations
and vibrationlike, collective excitations. Pronounced octupole excitations observed in the neighboring nuclei (like
l49
Tb [1]) suggest that octupole collectivity may play an
important role in the excitation mechanism of u5 Pm. Early
studies of l45Pm [2-5], using low angular momentum
(p.xn) and (3He,rf) reactions, provided detailed knowledge
of low-spin excitations, interpreted [5] within the clustervibration model (CVM). However, those reactions did not
produce enough angular momentum to study octupole excitations. Recent high-spin works [6,7] produced excited levels
up to spin / = y using the (19F,4n) reaction. Many states of
both parities have been reported but the presence of octuptile
excitations has not been discussed. Moreover, the interpretation of some of the excited levels in u<iPin given in Rels.
[6,7] is inconsistent with the systematics [ 1,8]. For all these
reasons, we performed studies of medium-lo-high-spin excitations in the nucleus l45Pm, using 14<>Nd4rf and m X c +
l5
N compound nucleus reactions. Special attention has been
payed to octupole-phonon excitations but we also reinterpreted many of the multiparticle configurations observed in
U5
Pm. This study is pan of our systematic search for the
octupole effect in promethium nuclei [9-12].
The contents of this work are following. Experimental
methods used in this invetigations are discussed in Sec. II.
The analysis of the data and the corresponding results are

reported in Sec. III. The buildup of the nuclear level scheme
of U5Pm is described in Sec. IV which is followed by interpretation of the results, presented in Sec. V.
tl. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A. l34Xe(lsNjcn) reaction
Medium-to-high spins in M5Pm were studied in the
" Xe+ I5N compound nucleus reaction using the 78 MeV
1?
N beam delivered by the NSF Daresbury. A target of solidified xenon on a Pb backing has been used for a double
purpose: (i) reduction of the Doppler broadening of y rays
emited by recoil nuclei and (ii) high production rate of
l4
Pm by increasing target density (for more details see Ref.
[l?]l. The Xe material used consisted of 90% of 136Xe.
C
8* of 1M Xe. and 2 7< of lighter Xe isotopes. With the total
thickness of frozen Xe of about 3 mg/ctri'. the partial thickness for the IV)Xe isotope was about 250 /xg/cm3. The yy coincidences were measured using the TESSA3 spectrometer, which consisted of 16 Compton-suppressed Ge detectors and a y-multiplicily and sum-energy tiller. Four detectors were placed at 90° and eight at 35° with respect to the
beam direction, which provided the posibility to measure directional correlations of y rays (DCO ratios). Coincidence
events consisting of two y-energy signals, a y-y time, and a
mutiplicity signal were recorded. A total amount of 2.2
X I0 7 coincidence events were collected, with about
2 x | 0 f t events corresponding to the " 4 Xe( ls N.4n) U5 Pm
channel.
4

B. 14*Nd(d,xn) reaction

'Permanent address: Institute of Experimental Physics, Warsaw
University, ul.Hoza 69, 00681 Warsaw, Poland.

To investigate in detail the low excited levels of 143Pm
and to find their parities, an internal coversion measurement
has been performed at the MP tandem accelerator at Orsay,
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COMMENTS
Comments are short papers which criticize or correct papers of other authors previously published in the Physical Review. Each
Comment should state clearly to which paper it refers and must be accompanied by a brief abstract. The same publication schedule as
for regular articles is followed, and page proofs are sent to authors.

Comment on "Analysis of hard two-photon correlations measured in heavy-ion reactions
at intermediate energies"
F. M. Marques," G. Martinez, T. Matulewicz,* R. W. Ostendorf,* and Y. Schutz
Grand Accelerateur National d'lons Lourds, Boite Postale 5027, F'-14021 Caen, France
(Received 21 March 1996)
In a recent Rapid Communication [Phys. Rev. C 53, R553 (1996)] experimental hard-photon correlations
have been compared to Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) calculations. It is concluded that the data are
best described with a single photon source at the beginning of the reaction and that photons coming from the
late evolution of the system are just an artifact of the BUU approach. In this Comment we discuss some
arguments used by the authors and their conclusions, and demonstrate that BUU calculations, properly compared to data, are consistent with the previously established interpretation of hard photons being emitted from
two distinct sources. [S0556-2813(96)06111-0]
PACS number(s): 24.10.Nz, 25.20.Lj, 25.70.-z

In a recent work [1] the existing data on two-photon correlations in heavy-ion collisions at intermediate energies
[2-4] have been compared to results of Boltzmann-UehlingUhlenbeck (BUU) model calculations. From this comparison
it is concluded that hard photons are exclusively emitted
from proton-neutron (p-n) collisions during the geometrical
passage-through of the colliding nuclei. This is in contradiction with the recent finding [3,5] of the TAPS Collaboration
that a second photon source shines later in the reaction when
the dinuclear system undergoes recompression. In this Comment we correct some imprecisions in the comparison of data
and calculations, which mainly concern (i) the slope analysis
of the energy spectra, (ii) the approximation of the TAPS
filter, and (iii) die choice of the interference strength parameter X in the calculations. We demonstrate how BUU calculations, using the proper response function of TAPS and taking into account the predictions of Ref. [6] for the
interference strength, describe better the correlation functions when including the second photon source. This is in
agreement with our previous interpretation [3,5] describing
the complete set of photon data, which takes into account
correlation functions and energy spectra (both inclusive and
exclusive).
The experimental fact that the photon spectrum exhibits
two exponential components [5] is ignored in the slope
analysis of Ref. [I]. These two components are as well
present in the photon spectra calculated with BUU and have
been identified with a photon emission from two distinct

"Present address: LPC, F-14050, Caen, France.
'Permanent address: Warsaw University, PL-00-681. Warszawa,
Poland.
* Present address: KVI, 9747 AA Groningen, The Netherlands.
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sources [5, Fig. 4]. However, the calculated energy spectra
are analyzed in Ref. [1] with only one exponential function,
from which a single slope parameter Eo (noted 7") is extracted. Therefore the comparison between the experimental
slopes £*"*' and E^"™* of Ref. [5] and the present calculation is not performed on equal footing. Depending on the fit
limits (not specified in Ref. [1]) the value of 7" will mostly
reflect one of the two components, as was found in Refs.
[2,5]. Nonetheless, within this analysis the authors already
exclude the existence of a second photon source. The impact
parameter dependence of both components, investigated in
Ref. [5], is also ignored.
The experimental filter is approximated in Ref. [1] by a
uniform cut on 8-<p to simulate the geometrical acceptance
and a cut on the relative angle between photons to simulate
the experimental limitation of pair identification. However,
the development of electromagnetic showers in a segmented
calorimeter involves complex processes which cannot be approximated by such simple geometrical conditions. The energy and position of each photon are reconstructed from the
electromagnetic shower by a cluster algorithm, including a
shower profile analysis and a detailed study of proximity
effects [7]. Therefore the exact detector response and analysis filter must be folded with the output of the calculations
before comparing with data, especially when small effects in
model predictions are discussed. The difference between the
exact TAPS filter and the approximation used in Ref. [1] is
displayed in Fig. 1. The strong effect of the TAPS filter on
the original Q distribution is • attenuated in the correlation
function, but clearly the simplified filter fails to reproduce
the exact one for both representations in the region of 15-60
MeV critical for interference.
The correlation function is constructed [I, Eqs. (I) and
(3)] from the photon source distribution given by BUU cal2783
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Fragmentation of the yrast band in 186Os at I* = 18+
and disappearance of the collective minimum
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Abstract High-spin states in l86Os have been populated
by the l86W(4He,4n)-reaction at 55MeV. The emitted 7radiation was detected with the OSIRIS spectrometer. The
yrast band, for which the nucleus has a prolate shape, was
found to terminate at /' r =18 + . The 7-ray intensity is then
distributed between several irregular sequences. Different to
other cases of band termination, the minimum in the total
routhian surface corresponding to a collective shape is calculated to disappear in this spin region, although the available
spin of the valence nucleons is far from being exhausted.
A different structure, which is dominated by non-collective
states becomes yrast.
PACS: 23.20.En; 23.20.Lv; 27.70.+q; 21.60.Ev

1 Introduction
The neutron-deficient Os nuclei lie in the transition region
between the well-deformed prolate rare-earth nuclei, the
spherical Pb nuclei, and the moderately oblate Pt-Hg nuclei at N > 108. Their properties cannot be understood assuming only quadrupole deformation. Additional degrees of
freedom have often been introduced lor their description, i.e.
large hexadecapole deformations | I . 2|, or axial asymmetry
and softness with respect to deformation changes |3, 4, 5|.
The ground-state quadrupole deformation of the Os nuclei is known to decrease in a systematic manner with increasing neutron number. From calculations of the static
electric quadrupole moment of the first excited 2* state (Q2*)
Kumar [6] predicted that the osmium isotopes are prolate
up to A - 192 and suddenly change to an oblate shape for
A > 194. Quadrupole moments extracted from Coulomb excitation measurements [7] and muonic X-ray measurements
|8| support this prediction. The ground stale of IX6Os was
* Permanent addrexs: Institute of Experimental Physics, University of
Warsaw. PL-00-681 Warsaw, Poland
'*' Present address: Forschungszenlrum Rossendorf, D 01314 Dresden.
Germany
*** Permanent address: Heavy Ion laboratory. University of Warsaw, PL024)97 Warsaw, Poland

found to have a quadrupole deformation of 02 « 0.2. A
quadrupole moment of Qo = 5.41 ± 0.09 eb has been extracted from B(E2,0+ —• 2+) measurements [9]. It was also
established that the nuclei l86 ~ iM Os preserve their small prolate deformation for the low-spin members of the yrast band
[10]. Transitional nuclei with small quadrupole deformations
are expected to be 7-instable.
The levels in the yrast band of llt6Os have previously
been studied in several experiments and have been established up to / " = 18+. For more information about these
investigations see [11] and the references therein. A backbending in this band was observed to take place at / = 12.
For the Os nuclei with A s= 180 the first band crossing
has been explained by the rotation alignment of an ! n /2
quasineutron pair [12].
The present paper reports about the termination of the
yrast band in l86 Os at spin 18. No experimental evidence was
found for rotational E2 transitions above / " = 18*. Instead,
the intensity is fragmented into several irregular sequences.
Band termination was discussed in a qualitative manner
lor the first time for the case of 20Ne 113). With a few valence nucleons outside the closed shell, 20Ne is deformed
in its ground state. Since the available spins are limited
by the number of valence particles, the highest spin-state
of / = 8 (terminating state) will be of non-collective nature, where all valence particles have aligned their angular
momentum along the rotation axis. Lateron, band termination was established in the rare earth region. In '™Er bandtermination effects were observed near spin 40 |14|. where
the prolate collective structures (7 ~ 0°) are crossed by a
sequence of non-collective oblate states (7 ss 60°) |IS|. A
'smooth' band termination has been observed in (he light
A=110 region, where the nucleus is driven smoothly from
a collective prolate to a non-collective oblate shape without changing the configuration 116|. A termination of oblate
bands has been observed in the Au and Hg nuclei, where
collective oblate bands (7 « —60°) terminate into prolate
non-collective states (7 « -120°) |I7, 18, I9|. The present
case is very different, since the available spin of the valence
nucleons is far from being exhausted. The termination in
the present case seem to be induced by a vanishing of the
collective minimum.
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Short note
The rotational band on the 9" isomer in

180

Ta
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Abstract. In-beam Coulomb excitation of the KT = 9 isomer in l80Ta was studied with 32S and 58Ni beams. Excited
levels in 180Ta were identified by comparison of results with
a natural (0.01%) and an enriched (5.6%) target. The rotational band built on the 9~ isomer could be followed up to
the 16" level and the cascade-to-crossover branching ratios
are consistent with a spin-independent value for (gK-g/e)/Qr>.
PACS: 23.20.Lv. 27.70.+q; 2I.10.Ky

Introduction
Although the extremely rare nucleus ^ T a n n has been the
object of intensive investigations over the past decade ([1]
and references therein) the mechanism of its formation and
of its survival in the stellar medium remains an open question |2|. From the details of the complex level scheme of
this odd-odd nucleus, surviving in nature in an excited-stale
isomer (K~ = 9", E r = 75.3 kcV. T , / : > 1.2 x 1015 y).
one may hope to leam how it was formed and how it managed to survive in the excited state. The direct transition
Irom the 9" isomer to the ground state (K~ = 1*. T|,; =
S.15 hi is highly K forbidden, but if the nucleus is exposed
to an intense photon bath under stellar burning conditions
ii may be transferred to the ground state via an intermediate state whose detailed properties are yet unknown [3|.
The investigations presented here do not aim at detecting
this intermediate state but they determine the parameters of
the rotational band built on the isomer which can serve as
benchmarks for realistic nuclear-structure calculations of this
exotic odd-odd nucleus [4|.
Experimental procedure
About 0.4 mg of TaiOs powder, enriched to 5.6% in l80Ta.
was used to produce a 700 /ig/cnr thick target by evap-

oration from a 2.5 mm inside-diameter Re tube onto a
36 fig/cm2 carbon backing [51. A target from non-enriched
Ta:Os powder was produced in the same way.
The experiments with 125 MeV 32S projectiles, carried
out at the tandem-accelerator laboraiory in Munich, used an
array of 24 1 cm x I cm PIN diodes to detect backscattered
projectiles, in coincidence with 5 BGO-suppresscd gamma
spectrometers [6]. For the 225 MeV 5*Ni bombardments with
the NORDBALL gamma detector at the Niels Bohr institute in Denmark, a particle-detector array was developed
accommodating up to 110 0.5 cm x 0.5 cm PIN diodes inside a 10 cm diameter target chamber [7. 8]. Coincidences
were recorded between 55 PIN diodes and NORDBALL's
20 Compton-suppressed Ge counters. The high efficiency
of this arrangement provided sufficient statistics to evaluate
backscattered projectile-gamma-gamma triple coincidences

Results
A p-*.--"• triple coincidence spectrum is presented in Fig. I
establishing the observed lines as members of rotaiional transitions belonging to the band built on the 9~ isomenc state.
The corresponding level scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The transition energies and gamma-ray branching ratios are given in
Tab. 1. Bombarding energies chosen to lie well below the
Coulomb barrier ensure that the observed lines do not originate from reactions other than pure Coulomb excitation.
The lines ascribed to IIM)Ta were not seen when using the
natural Ta target. For the transitions below ihe 14" level
our data agree with the properties found in the decay of
a 45 /is I5~ isomer at 1.451 MeV populated in low cross
section reactions [9. 101. In the axially symmetric rotational
model the cascade-to-crossover branching ratio is given 1111
by the combination (g(v-gfj)/Qo of the intrinsic parameters
?/\ (gyromagnetic ratio of the two odd particles). g« <gyromagnetic ratio of the rotating core), and Q(>, the intrinsic
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Abstract
E2 collective properties for the low-lying states in IW.IM.IW. 192 O s a n d Wp, h a v e b e e n j n v e s .
tigated experimentally by means of Coulomb excitation using 3.3-4.8 MeV/nucleon ^Ca, SRNi,
l3
*Xe and ^ P b beams. The deexcitalion y rays following Coulomb excitation were detected in
coincidence with the scattered particles. Levels with excitation energies up to 3-4 MeV of the
ground-state, y and 4 + collective bands as well as excited 0 + states were populated in each
nucleus studied. A scmiclassical Coulomb-excitation least-squares search code GOSIA was used
to extract E2 matrix elements from the measured •y-ray yields. For each nucleus studied, a unique
and almost complete set of E2 matrix elements for the low-lying slates has been determined,
which includes both the magnitudes and signs of the transitional and diagonal matrix elements.
The completeness of the set of measured E2 matrix elements makes it possible to determine the
intrinsic quadrupole deformation for the low-lying states in these nuclei via a model-independent
method. The results indicate clearly that the E2 properties for the low-lying slates in these nuclei arc correlated well using only the quadrupole collective degrees of freedom. The extracted
E2 matrix elements arc compared with the prediction of various collective models such as the
asymmetric rigid rotor model, the -y-soft model of Leander. and the IBA-2 model. These particular models do not reproduce the data satisfactorily, however the general trends of the data
arc consistent with the descriptions of y-soft type collective models through a prolate to oblate
shape-transition region. That (he enhanced fl(E2) values between the /.quasi-tf* = 4,4+ state and
members of the /,quasi-/f = 2,2+ band are well reproduced by the y-sofl model is consistent
with the interpretation of the /.quasi-tf* = 4,4+ stale being a two-phonon -/-vibration excitation.
Keywords: NUCLEAR REACTIONS I M ) M 1 9 0 l r l 2 Os. l w Pl(X.x'), X = *'Ca. HNi, lwXe. and **Pb. E =
3.3-4.8 McV/nuclcon. measured £ r , ly following Coulomb excitation. H"'-iH.«w.t«Os,194Pt deduced levels.
E2 and MI matrix elements
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PDCO: Polarizational-directional correlation from oriented nuclei
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Abstract
A general formula is given for correlation between two polarized gamma rays (y, and y2) emitted in a cascade from an
oriented (for example, due to a heavy ion reaction) nucleus. It allows us or one to calculate the angular correlation between:
(a) Linear polarizations of y, and y2. (b) Polarization of y, and direction of y2 or vice versa, (c) Directions of y, and y,
(DCO). The formula, discussed in detail for the case (b), can be used in the analysis of data coming from the modern
multidetector gamma ray spectrometers that contain new generation detectors (e.g. CLOVER) sensitive to the polarization.
The analysis of polarization together with DCO ratio can lead to a unique spin/parity assignment and a mixing ratio
determination.

1. Introduction
Multidetector y-ray spectrometers located on the heavy
ion beam facilities have recently become the standard
instruments in nuclear spectroscopy. Large amounts of
experimental data and their complexity call for an effective
method of spin and parity assignment. Usually the information about the spin of excited states is obtained from
a study of angular correlation between y-rays emitted from
aligned nuclei (DCO method 11]). This method does not
give information about parities, because the DCO-function
does not depend on the electric or magnetic character of
the radiation. To determine spin and parity one should
combine the results of DCO analysis with measurements of
the linear polarization of the y-transitions.
In large multidetector arrays the segmented Ge detectors
(e.g. CLOVER) are used (2.3]. A construction of these
detectors and their position in the array (perpendicular to
the ion beam axis) make them suitable for y-polari/.ation
measurements |4|. The in-hcam polarization measurements
without coincidences (in singles) arc limned to the must
intense and well separated y-lines following nuclear
reactions. Nowadays, the large total efficiency of multidetector arrays allows one or us to carry out coincidence
measurements between the y-ray polarimciers and the
remaining detectors. Thus the polarization measurements
of weak transitions or complex y-spectra become possible.
In Section 2 we present a general formula that allows us
to calculate the angular correlation between two polarized
gamma quanta (y, and y2) emitted in a cascade from an

oriented nucleus. The orientation can be the result of a
nuclear reaction. In the derivation of the formula we follow
a general theory of angular correlation of y-rays [5], In
Section 3 we discuss in detail a particular case of the
formula when the correlation between polarization of y,
and direction of emission of y2 (or vice versa) is studied.
The conclusions are presented in Section 4.
Theoretical and experimental aspects of angular correlation and polarization of y-rays are widely discussed in the
literature, see for example Refs. [1,5-15].

2. Angular correlation of two polarized gamma rays
emitted in cascade from an oriented nuclear state
Lei an initial nuclear state |^',,) be deexcited via the
SUCLOSIVC emission of two photons, y, and y. of momenta
k ami Ap, leading, through an intermediate state |M',) to a
tin.il slate |M',). Energies, spins and parities of the states
arc denoted Er / and ~(. respectively, for y = 0.1.2 (FIJ;
Ii.

The initial state is supposed to be oriented. The orientation is given by w, (M(1). the population of magnetic
substatcs with the angular momentum projections Mu on a
initial state
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Importance of One- and Two-Body Dissipation at Intermediate Energies
Studied by Hard Photons
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Hard photons were measured in coincidence with projectilelike fragments in peripheral reactions of
34
Ar + m T b at E/A — 44 MeV- The probability for hard photon production was found to scale
linearly with the transferred mass and to depend on the direction of the transfer, thus indicating the
relative importance of one- and two-body dissipation in peripheral reactions.
PACS numbers: 25.70.Mn
The dynamics of nucleus-nucleus reactions are expected to change strongly in the energy region between
E/A = 10 and 100 MeV. At low energies the Pauli
principle inhibits nucleon-nucleon collisions. At these
energies the colliding system can be considered as a
noninteracting Fermion gas contained in a changing mean
field. Above the Fermi energy (=35 MeV), nucleonnucleon collisions are increasingly allowed, and eventually these collisions will dominate the reaction dynamics.
Thus the dissipation mechanism is expected to change
from mainly one-body dissipation to a mechanism governed by two-body dissipation. Theoretical models incorporate this transition by using transport equations of the
Boltzmann type that explicitly contain a drift term, caused
by the nuclear mean field, and a collision term allowing
for nucleon-nucleon scattering including Pauli blocking.
Such theories necessarily involve rather strong approximations. It is therefore of interest to explore their applicability in the intermediate energy region.
In the present investigation we exploit nuclear
bremsstrahlung for a study of the importance of nucleonnucleon collisions for the dissipation mechanism in
specific reaction channels. Over the past ten years
it has been convincingly established that, in nucleusnucleus reactions, bremsstrahlung with photon energies
£•). > 30 MeV originates mainly from incoherent
neutron-proton collisions in the early phase of the reaction (see, e.g., Refs. (1] and [2]). Since these photons are
not rescattered in the medium, they give an undisturbed
account of the proton-neutron collisions in the reaction.
We focus on peripheral reactions of the 36 Ar + 139Tb
system at an energy E/A = 44 MeV close to the Fermi
energy, in which we have measured hard photons in
0031 -9007/96/76(9)/1425(4)506.00

coincidence with projectilelike fragments (PLF's) and
light charged particles (LCP's). In such reactions the
projectile can gain or lose mass by an abrasive (two-body)
process or, alternatively, due to the driving force of the
mean field of the dinuclear system. In principle, only the
first process can lead to bremsstrahlung with a probability
proportional to the number of first-chance proton-neutron
collisions.
We find that the bremsstrahlung probability is proportional to the amount of transferred mass. This indicates
the importance of two-body dissipation in the formation
of a projectilelike fragment. In addition, we find, depending on the direction of transfer, a striking asymmetry in
the bremsstrahlung yield which shows that fewer nucleonnucleon collisions are required to strip nucleons from the
projectile than to pick up mass from the target. This behavior can be attributed to the driving force of the mean
field which favors mass transfer from the lighter projectile to the heavier target, as confirmed by transport model
calculations.
Exclusive studies of bremsstrahlung production in peripheral reactions have been reported before (3-6]. These
suffered, however, from two important limitations. First,
the primary projectilelike fragments (PPLF's) in these reactions are likely to be produced in a panicle unstable state
and, therefore, may lose an appreciable fraction of mass in
their subsequent decay. Thus more mass will be removed
from the projectile than can be associated with the primary
reaction process. The present study avoids this problem
by measuring all charged panicles in the kinematic domain of the projectile. This enables the reconstruction of
the primary fragment. The second limitation of the previous investigations is that in the analysis the authors relied
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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GIANT RESONANCES IN HOT NUCLEI*-**
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The 7 decay of the Giant Dipole Resonances, GDR, coupled to excited states in hot nuclei is discussed. We concentrate on the evolution
of the experimental methods tending towards larger selectivity, i.e. determination of the quantities measured in a specific region of excitation
energy and angular momentum of a particular, identified nucleus. We
present also some representative examples of the studies in which GDR
was used as a tool to obtain information about hot, fast rotating nuclei.
The first experiments attempting to study the dilepton decay of the Giant
Monopole Resonance in hot nuclei are briefly discussed.
PACS numbers: 24.30. Cz, 24.60. Dr, 25.70. Gh, 23.20. -g
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
Giant Resonances, GR, are the high frequency collective modes of nuclear excitations. According to the Brink-Axell hypothesis [1] a GR may
* Presented at the XXIV Mazuiian Lakes School of Physics, Piaski, Poland,
August 23-September 2, 1995.
** This work was partly supported by the Polish State Committee for Scientific
Research (KBN Grant No. 2 P302 071 07 and KBN Grant No. 2 P03B 137
09).
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A general formula for the correlation of two polarized gamma quanta
emitted in a cascade from oriented nuclei is given. The case of polarizational directional correlation of photons emitted from an aligned nucleus
is discussed.
PACS numbers: 29.30. Kv, 29.90. +r
The information about spins and parities of excited states is crucial for
nuclear structure studies. To determine these quantities in an "in-beam"
spectroscopy, one should combine results of the DCO analysis with linear
polarization of 7-transitions. In a modern inuitidetector systems the new
generation detectors allow for -^-polarization measurements. The large total
efficiency of the mullidetector array allows to carry out coincidence measurements between the 7-ray polarimcters and the remaining 7-ray detectors.
Let us assume that as a result of the heavy ion reaction nuclear state
of spin IQ and parity -Q deexcites via successive emission of two photons
(71 and 72) through an intermediate state / j , 7Tj to a final state I2, ^2
* Presented at the XXIV Mazurian Lakes School of Physics, Piaski, Poland,
August 23-September 2, 1995.
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Fast-fission reactions in collisions of four heavy systems (well below
the fusion extra-push energy threshold), for which Hinde and coworkers
had measured the prescission neutron multiplicities, have been analysed
in terms of the deterministic dynamic model of Feldmeier coupled to a
time-dependent statistical cascade calculation. In order to reproduce the
measured prescission multiplicities and the observed (nearly symmetric)
mass divisions, the energy dissipation must be dramatically changed with
regard to the standard one-body dissipation: In the entrance channel, in
the process of forming a composite system, the energy dissipation must be
reduced to at least half of the one-body dissipation strength (klan < 0.5),
and in the exit channel (from a mononucleus shape to scission) it must
be increased to about 10 times that value (ifc°ut ss 10).
PACS numbers: 24.80.-x, 25.70.Lm
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
Recent experiments on the prescission 7-rays from giant dipole resonances (see e.g., Refs [1-3] and references therein) have been interpreted in
terms of the diffusion model [4-6], based on the Fokker-Planck equation. Results of such an analysis of the GDR data led to a surprisingly large value of
the nuclear friction coefficient for fissioning nuclei excited to several tens of
* Presented at the XXIV Mazurian Lakes School of Physics, Piaski, Poland,
August 23-September 2, 1995.
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A multidetector set-up has been developed for the detection of photons
between 5 and 40 MeV. It consists of 10 cm x 10 cm BGO cylinder shielded
with active and passive shields against the cosmic-rays and the 7-ray
background and of a multiplicity filter consisting of 28 detectors (BaF 2
and Nal(Tl)). The neutrons are discriminated with TOF. The system
is installed at the new Warsaw Cyclotron. It is intended for studies of
giant dipole resonances in hot nuclei and of bremsstrahlung at low beam
energies. The first experiments and the plans for further development of
the set-up are described.
PACS numbers: 29.40. Me, 24.30. Cz, 25.70. -z
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The correlation of polarization of annihilation quanta has been measured in order to test the Bell's inequality. Significant violation of the
Bell's inequality and a good agreement with predictions of quantum mechanics have been ascertained.
PACS numbers: 03.65. Bz, 07.85. +n

1. Introduction
Bell's inequality apply to any correlated measurement on an ensemble
of two correlated systems (for instance pair of particles), for which the
measurement taken separately appear random. In 1935 Einstein, Podolsky,
and Rosen introduced their thought experiment (EPR) [1]. In an effort to
rescue local reality they proposed that quantum mechanics (QM) could be
incomplete. In order to account for the observed correlations, many authors
introduced supplementary parameters in addition to the state vector, which
is the same for all emitted pairs. This natural supplement, called hidden
variables, leads to the conclusion that quantum mechanics is not a complete
description of physical reality.
Thanks to Bell's work [2] we have got a theoretical tool to discriminate
in the experiment between predictions of QM and local hidden variable
theory (LHV). In order to test the Bell's inequality we consider the combination S of four possible correlation coefficients, evaluated at one setting of
* Presented at the XXIV Mazurian Lakes School of Physics, Piaski, Poland,
August 23-September 2, 1995.
** This work was financially supported by the Polish State Committee for Scientific Research (KBN Grant No. 2P03 213 08).
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